








6 Injured in MVA
Six people were sent to hospital Friday morning following a 
two-car crash near Amity Drive at Pat Bay Highway.
Sidney RCMP report a white Toyota driven by Carol 
Fengstad, 45, of Brentwood Bay attempted to turn left onto 
the highway from ,A-mity Dr. when it collided with a car 
travelling south.
The second vehicle, a 19S5 red Subaru, was driven by Ruth 
Saunders of Sooke. She and two passengers, Stephen Foster, 
24, and Edie Foster, 25, both of Sooke, were transported by 
ambulance to Saanich Peninsula Hospital.
Fengstad, and two children, Dwight, 19, and Laureen, 15, 
were also taken to hospital with undetermined injuries.
Police are contemplating laying charges under the Motor 
Vehicle Act against the elder Fengstad.
By JEAN KAVANAGH 
Review Staff Writer
For two years Ed Wilde 
thought he might never again 
hold a full-time permanent job.
“That’s what happens when 
you’re on welfare for two years 
— you start to lose hope,’’ the 
25-ycar-old newly employed 
Sidney resident recounted last 
week.
“You have no money for 
cotirscs to further your educa­
tion, and you're not nlloweil 
any money In the bank.
“It’s liartl,” he says, 
rctncmhcrlng times when “there 
always seemeil to he someone 
else quicker and brighter there 
before me,” - when his life 
revolved around Incessttni job 
hunting.
But ti move t») Sidney frotn 
the Okanagan last spring prov­
ed a good omen for Wilde who 
began work just four months 
after his arrival.
A tip from a friend of the
family about special employ­
ment training led Wilde to a 
Canada Employment Centre of­
ficer, who redirected him to a 
newly-implemented Peninsula 
Employment Project (PEP) 
program.
“You have to know the right 
people to get in, it seems,’’ 
Wilde believe,s after his ex­
perience with the imcmploy- 
ment system,
“1 knew times were tougher 
in 1979 (when he graduated 
from high school), but I figured 
I’d get n job doing something,
“l*or almost seven years I 
couldn’t find a real ftill-tiine 
job. At the imcmployment of­
fice they just tell you to look on 
the job board, but with this pro­
gram they leach you how to 
learn."
The iuograni that finally 
worked for Wilde Is federal .fob 
Developmenti administered In 
.Sidney by IMiP employee Chris 
llrown,
Wage subsidies of 80-.5()-2.5
per cent are paid to employers 
during the training period which 
can run from four to eight mon­
ths, says Brown.
With a note of irony Wilde 
explained, “the program gave 
me a foot in the door." He now 
builds doors for a Sidney 
manufacturing company, which 
was looking for un.skillcd 
laborers they could train. And 
after the training period in 
November, Wilde discovered, at 
long last, he had landed himself 
a full-iinie job.
While $4.50 an hour may not 
seem like a big deal to many, 
Wilde begs to differ.
"Yoti learn when you're not 
working for two years to rctilly 
value a job. All 1 wanted to do 
was work, and 1 think they kept 
me on because I'm willing to do 
more than eight Ituuis.
"1 had a real incentive to 
work becnu.'ic wlien you’re on 
welfare yoti lose your sense of 
security.
"There',s real despair tificr
one year and you lose all your 
confidence. I couldn’t handle 
the pressures of restaurant 
work, which I usually did, 
because no one really showed 
any interest in me."
But the training program 
which took Wilde step-by-step 
through a slow building pro­
cess, proved the perfect answer 
for removing one person from 
Continued on A3
Three hours of listening to 
the roar of a 737 engine 
navigating take-offs and lan­
dings at Pat Bay .Airport Easter 
Sunday has Bradford Avenue 
resident Jim Walton hopping 
mad.
“I lived for 25 years along the 
flight path at Dorval, Mon­
treal," he said last week, “but 1 
never heard anything as noisy as 
the last holiday weekend."
During the Mar. 31 after­
noon, Transport Canada con­
ducted a test for CP Air pilots.
“Only the odd CP Air flight 
comes in here.’’ charges 
Walton. ‘‘Why should they 
send their planes in here to bug 
us?"
The 737 ran through a series 
of touch-and-goes, landing and 
immediately taking off. “There 
was one every three to five 
minutes for three hours,” says 
Walton.
“It was so noisy, I couldn’t 
even talk by my neighbor over 
the fence.”
“It’s time we had better con­
trols. We don’t need these 
visitors imposing three hours of 
noise pollution on us."
According to Steve Rybach, 
Transport Canada’s regional 
manager of public affairs, the 
exercise began at the Ab­
botsford Airport, but was 
Iransfered to Victoria when 
weather conditions on the 
Mainland deteriorated.
“Abbotsford is the training 
facility for jet carrier aircraft,” 
he said. “But if there are 
weather problems, they go to 
another airport."
“It’s unfortunate that some 
people were bothered by the 
noise," said Rybach, “but (the 
testing) was necessary.”
Walton believes there should 
be more stringent restrictions on 
the noise emitted from jet air­
craft. “New York airport 
allows 88 decibels." he claims, 
“and Dorval will report a pilot 
If his plane exceeds 90 
decibels."
Walton maintains the 737 “Is 
one of the noisiest planes ever 
immufaciured" and the liasier
Sunday exercise created a 
decibel reading well over 98.
“I was also told there are no 
noise-level checks done here," 
he said.
Rybach explained there is on­
ly one fixed noise monitoring 
system in Canada, at the Toron­
to airport. “Next year, we hope 
to have one installed in Van­
couver.”
At other international air­
ports, he added, a portable van 
periodically monitors the 
decibel readings. However, all 
aircraft, with the exception of 
military planes, have to meet 
certain noise-level re- 
quirements.
“There are no airport- 
specific prohibitions concerning 
noise anywhere in Canada," 
Rybach said, “except certain 
noise abatement procedures, 
like preferred runways and 
night operations."
Jet aircraft have landed at 
Pat Bay since the early 1960s, he 
said.
All aircraft operating 
anywhere in Canada must be 
certified, explains Rybach. 
“There are no decibel level 
restrictions cited anywhere.”
. The 737 used Mar. 31 is “not 
the noisiest of the newer genera­
tion aircrafts," he said.“In the 
last decade or so, aircraft have, 
become much more fuel effi­
cient and far quieter."
“The noise generated by 
modern-day aircraft is 30 to 35 
per cent less than aircraft of the 
early 1970s.’’
The Transport Canada 
spokesman notes noise emis­
sions are greater during take­
offs and landings.
“If people have specific noise 
complaints they should direct 
them to the bureaucracy first,” 
he said, noting the airport 
general manager would look in­
to problems.
But, the holiday weekend’s 
exercise, he said, "is a function 
of aviation safety. Pilots must 
be checked out on an annual 
basis. It has to be done,"
".Safeiv standards tire involv­
ed.'’
Strike Issue singled oof




Ihc leaciiers' movement for 
the right to strike was over* 
piibllcl/cd .says Elsie McMur- 
phy, new prcsidenl-cicet of the 
B.C, Teachers Federation.
“It's unfoi'tunaie all the 
media attention foemsed on just 
iuilf of a ma.ssivc report," she 
charged.
HCTF delegates met last week 
at an onmial general meeting 
where the right to strike was 
part of 0 task force report on 
borgoining and professional 
rights,,.'
Education Minister Jim 
Hewitt singled out the right to 
strike factor in the report and 
ignored other issues, said 
McMurphy.
"I do support the idea that 
teachers have a right to 
withdraw their service.s. Where 
teachers have the right to 
negotiate employment, the rela­
tions in those provinces arc on 
the whole are belter."
The right to strike does not 
automaticfilly result in school 
sy,stems shutting down, she 
said, adding that teachers need 
a system to solve disputes with 
llic choice of arbitration, strikes 
or collective bargaining.
The issue has gone to court 
under section 15 of the Charter 
of Rights dealing with equality, 
“Wc .seek for out ieachcr.s the 
same riphir and perogative;. as 
Other teachers la Canada and 
employees in B.C,. rite irony of 
this is, private school tcaclters 
have the rijidu in nrpnni'.’C and 
.so do college professor.s," 
McMurphy commented 
teachers arc dealing with a red 
herring, situation, "We're
employees, but wc act as .self- 
directed professionals: we're a 
union of profcssloniils,"
"It's unfair for teachers to be
responsible for maintaining 
standards if they have no right 
to advise on these matters," 
McMurphy said,
Elflie McMurphy, u 
former petiltiiuli* school 
teacher, will take office an 
premident of the B.C.
Teachers Federation iuly I.
She served on the BCTF 
executive for five years, In­
cluding the past two years j, 
as vice-president. McMur- 
pliy was president of 
.Saonich Teachers Associa- 
tlort from 1979 to 1981.
“We're not 100 per cent 
perfect but I'm Intensely 
proud of Q.C, lenchers. I*m 
worried about shifts that 
can be seen Ir) the system.
Ethics are changing duo to 
more demands made on 
tcachefs, syltlv lc.ss time and 
energy to do anything but
ihclr Immediate jobs,, E L8 I i MC M U R F H Y 
„ “Edueaiiun is run tlnougli the prcinier's office,!' she said, 
adding that mechanisms to allow Input by BCtF artMtccdcd 
' In the province.
^ As nn 'fxnmpU!,' McMiirtri<^''pnliif»; >uu thru" Cbh'a'imcr' 
Education is a compulsory cc>i.tr.»i;c in B.C, secondary cduea- 
'7 ft unilateral decision by cnbihct. Cotlsuma' 
Education «s an elective is ftpproprinte. When made coih> 
pulsory, this course takes room on a ^^tuderu's tirnct.abie that 
could be spent pursuing more broadening cicctlvcs. ;
“There are nq cst.iibHshed mkhtmisim to ailoss' di»cu»ion 
about things like this," , , -
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APRIL FOOLS JOKE it wasn’t for George Van Dorp Monday when he arrived to an emptied 
store.
Video thieves cleait up 
In Brentwood break-in
One thousand video movies 
valued at more than S30,000 
were stolen from Bay Video at 
7120 West Saanich Rd, April 1.
Store owner George Van 
Dorp arrived at his Village 
Square store Tuesday morning 
and found the shelves bare. Ap­
proximately 20 video tapes 
returned by customers Tuesday
morning were all that remained 
of Van Dorp’s stock.
Central Saanich police are 
still investigating the break-ih, 
but believe thieves entered the 
premises by kicking down an 
adjoining door at neighboring 
Kapteyn Hair salon.
No video machines were 
stolen. Van Dorp said, probably
because they have serial 
numbers and are easily traced.
“Movies aren’t marked, and 
can be sold really easy,” he 
said.
Anyone who might have'seen 
any activity around the store 
late .Monday night or early 
Tuesday are asked to call Cen­
tral Saanich police.
Tossing B.C. education 
around like a football and leav­
ing education issues open to 
political opportunism must 
stop, says Elsie McMurphy, 
B.C. Teachers’ Federation 
president-elect.
More than 670 delegates at­
tending the BCTF annual 
general meeting in Vancouver 
last week voted overwhelmingly 
to adopt a Bargaining and Pro­
fessional Rights Task Force 
Report. Federation goals are to 
enhance teacher status and im­
prove the quality of education 
in B.C., McMurphy said in a 
later interview.
A major concern facing 
teachers, she said, is to ensure 
education remains an issue in 
the next provincial election.
Political candidates must 
commit themselves to 
establishing mechanisms to stop 
polarization over education 
issues, .said McMurphy. “There 
imist be mechanisms allowing 
lay and professional opinioits to 
have influence on educaiion 
policies,
“Educaiion is in desperate 
need of a royal commission 
becauses it’s in such a turmoil. 
The NDP have expressed ftivor 
for a royal commission on 
educaiion.”
The report recommends 
BCTF have greater participa­
tion in granting certification to 
new teachers. In law or 
medicine, a graduate is permit­
ted entry into their profession 
by their colleagues, explained 
McMurphy, which allows a cer­
tain degree of quality control.
In B.C., the education 
ministry grants teaching cer­
tificates. The profession and 
universities have no say, noted 
the president-elect.
She predicted the report 
would receive tremendous sup­
port from B.C. teachers.
The Task Force — which 
worked for two years on the 
report — was comprised of nine 
members. Each person on the 
force represented a different 
faction within BCTF. “The 
compromises they reached while 
having nine different views on 
the task force, is why 1 think 
teachers will be supportive,” 
McMurphy said.
W/lh a showof colour from 
our beautiful new selection 
Gf cotton drosses. T-shirts, 
big shirts (.i blouses from
7105 A WEST SAANICH RD.
COMMUNITY GROUP OF THE
SAANICH PENINSULA
“COMMUNITY BINGO” is coming to the
Saanich Peninsula, A great way to
$ RAISE MONEYS
for: CHARITY • YOUTH GROUPS • SCHOOLS 
SERVICE CLUBS • SENIORS • COMMUNITY USE
IVIEETINO l Panorama Leisure Centre 
Tues. AprIMSth at 7:30 pm
AT THI8 MeEl INQ AUI. IHFOFtMATION ABOUT THE COMMUNITY BINGO VYILL BE GIVEN 
OUT. A rOLLOW TIT Mf ETIMO WILL DC IICLE ON Arnii. TEND TOTAKl, MTLIC,VnOHG,
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: Call 4f9-5906 or 479-33B5 (ftnov/oriny rnriohinoj 
, and leave your namcf, yroMp nainu and phona nuinboi (ai tivpniny calit.,
Native women 
awarded funds
A Saanichton native women’s 
association is one of seven 
groups nation-wide to receive 
federal funding for a study on 
women in conflict with the law.
The Twasout Nati\'c 
Women’s Association has yet to 
receive official confirmation 
from the solicitor general's of­
fice, but co-ordinator Ru.sty 
Underwood w’as advised of ap­
proval by a Victoria reporter, 
and later in a letter from MP 
Pat Crofton.
The proposed two-year pro­
ject has a 579,000 budget for the 
first year. It will include a needs 
study to identify what services 
women require and workshops 
to help women personally, or 
with family niembers, in con­
flict with the law.
The project will provide ser­
vices for the four peninsula In­
dian bands, co-ordinated by the 
Tsawout group.
Salaries for two researchers 
and a co-ordinator were 
budgeted in the original pro­
posal, Underwood said. The 
group will meet with regional 
representatives of the federal 
government today (Wednesday) 
to finalise details.
Underwood explained the 
project could encompass a 
wider scope once research is 
underway and women’s needs 
identified.
“It’s not really pinpointed 
yet, but the study and 
workshops will inform women 
on their rights,” she said.
Sidney probation officer 
Susan Langlois heralded the an­
nouncement as “long-needed” 
and said the project “is going 
to be hard work because of the 
strong bias that women need 
men to make their lives work.
“There is a lack of support 
services on the reserves for 
women fearful for their own 
and their children’s safety,” she 
added.
Langlois said she hoped the 
project would result in some 
native women trained as proba­
tion officers.
Underwood said she was 
somewhat disturbed to receive 
word about the approval 
publically, before knowing ex­
actly what the terms are.
Solicitor General^ Perrin Beat­
ty ordered a continuation of
tunding for similar programs 
last week because of their im­
portance in the communities 
they serve. Federal funding to 
help women in conflict with the 
law was to expire next year.
In Montreal last week, Beatty 
told reporters, “while society’s 
attitude.s toward the need for 
.social justice tor women have 
changed dramatically in the past 
few years, our views on the 
treatment of female offenders, 
if we’ve paid attention to them 





CENTURY 21 SAANICH 
PENINSULA REALTY LTD. 
congratulates ANNE 
DALGLIESH for being the 
top salesperson for March, 
1986. Anne’s sincerity, 
dedication and hard work 
have earned her this 
achievement. For any of your 
real estate needs call Anne 
Dalgliesh at:
Century 21 Saanich 
Peninsula Realty Ltd.




Join us for our special ”90 DAY 
GET FIT FOR THE SUMMER PROGRAM” .
90 days for $90. Less than 2 coffees daily. 
PHONE FOR DETAILS AND FREE EXTRAS 
HOURLY, AND DAILY, MONTHLY & YEARLY RATES
Ardmore Qoif & Fitness Club





HI, I’m Reno LeGault 
of Smitty’s Restaurant 
in r
advertise in The Review 
because it works!
Consthlnnl weekly advertising in The Review has 
paid all well lr)r me in Iho ynar llml Srnilly'« has 
been open in Sidney
Moi'llyn Down, rny adveitisirKi consuHant wilhThe 
Revirtw hntj always prrmidnd afirrirtivo nnri sales- 
pi'odifciritj advortisornonls for me.”
ih. itEVlCUU
For «rh»F»rlil«i>r»gThMt will work flor you cmll 
ThoRoviowntBS8"1151,
For more than 70 yofirs our business Is 
holptng your business grow through 
advorilslng.
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Local job training progroms works
FIREMEN BATTLED BLAZE at Marchant Road home-
Continued from Page A1 
the welfare rolls, and making 
him feel like a contributing 
member of society again.
“The training program gave 
the employer more time and pa­
tience to show me things 
because they could afford the 
time to show me how to do the 
work.
“1 know 1 wouldn’t be work­
ing if not for this program.
“It’s a really different ap­
proach, it made me feel confi­
dent, and built up slowly on the 
things I was learning.”
A patient boss is the key ele­
ment for people returning to 
work after long periods of 
absence, Wilde believes.
“I was so tired the first week. 
1 had sore hands and feet, but 1 
really appreciated being able to 
go to work.
Home domoged In blaze
.A.n electrical appliance left caused 





A Sidney man jailed for three 
years March 3 for robbery and 
assault with a knife, was 
ordered to serve an additional 
six months for break and enter­
ing.
Russel Gordon Falconer, 21, 
will serve three months con­
secutive and three months con­
current to his present sentence 
for breaking in to Saint’s 
Automotive and the Quarter 
Deck Restaurant Nov. 15.
Approximately 5800 in 
cigarettes, soft drinks and cash 
was taken from the two loca­
tions. Falconer’s fingerprints 
were found in both cases, 
Crown counsel Derek Lister 
said.
Judge Michael Hubbard told 
Falconer Apr. 2 that while he 
didn’t know if the extra time 
was necessary for his rehabilita­
tion, “1 have to consider deter­
rence of others in sentencing.”
ASSAULT NETS $500 FINE
A former Sidney man who 
wrestled an RCMP officer to 
the ground, dislocated another
officer’s finger and smashed the 
rear window of a police car was 
fined $500 April 3.
Wade Primrose, 26, now a 
resident of Calgary, became 
enraged April 5, 1985 when 
Sidney RCMP Cst. Robert 
Gaetz stopped him in the Sidney 
Travelodge parking lot and ask­
ed him to produce his driver’s 
license before allowing him to 
legally park his car.
Fearing his car would be im­
pounded because of an outstan­
ding traffic warrant. Primrose 
told Judge Michael Hubbard he 
refused to hand over his license 
“because I couldn’t afford to 
pay the towing charges if they 
took my car.”
Four witnesses testified 
Primrose was verbally obiisive 
and attempted to strike Gaetz.
As Gaetz and fellow officer 
Tom Grace tried to place 
Primrose in the police car, an 
altercation erupted.
Primrose was found quilty on 
charges of resisting and 
assaulting a police officer, and 
being a public nuisance.
Beocli loom natural
Don’t despair if you spot some foreign-looking off-white 
foam while walking along Patricia Bay Beach.
It’s completely natural, says North Saanich municipal 
engineer Igor Zahynaez. In fact, the Saanich peninsula inlet 
in “plugged full” of the stuff.
rite foamy substance is the result of a mix of bacteria and 
planktoii, and is coininoii to local wateis.
“It is a type of plankton bloom and is a regular occurancc 
at this time of year carried to shore by the wind,” Zahynac/ 
confirmed after verifying a samjile with Patrieiti Bay’s In­
stitute of Ocean Sciences.
North Siianicli resident DeK'cr Rottch reportetl the foam, 
noting she had never seen the substance along ilie Pat Bay 
shoreline before,
Wildfowl normally found ttloirg the bciieh were not swimin- 
itig to shore, she said, as usually observed cm her daily beach 
walk,
damage to a Central Saanich 
home Thursday afternoon.
Teenage neighbor Steve 
Cooper saw flames coming 
through the kitchen window at 
1020 Marchant Road, and call­
ed the fire department as glass 
shattered in to the back yard. •
“I was coming down our 
back steps and saw the flames 
and smoke,” Cooper said. “I 
wasn’t sure if there was anyone 
home, so I kicked in the back 
door and found the cat.”
There was no one home at the 
James and Karen Temple home.
Central Saanich fire inspector 
Art Currie said either a coffee 
pot, blender or hot air popcorn 
popper caused the fire. Most of 
the Structural damage was con­
tained to the kitchen area and 
ceiling, he added.
Smoke damage destroyed 
much of the home’s furniture 
and contents, Currie said.
The investation for the exact 
cause continues. The Temple’s, 
who were in the process of 
renovating their home, have 
found another place to stay.
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(it mn'\ dent, rust, corrode, rot, blister, peel)
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call your vinyl siding speciallsHof 3 ^re^s estimalei i li t t rati
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“They gave me the adjust­
ment time lo learn and that was 
the biggest thing.”
Wilde’s employer, John 
Millin of Millin Doors and 
Millwork, discovered the train­
ing program through a visit 
from Brown. Operating a new 
company, he said he was in­
terested in financial inccnii\e 
and developing long-term 
employees.
“We’re not like a regular mill 
factory. We required unskilled 
people we could train and give 
them skills to stay,” he expkiin- 
ed.
Millin says he’s impressed 
with the p r o g r a m ti n d 
employees like Wilde “who 
want to work.”
“We’ve had good luck with 
the local labor pool.” Ite says, 
adding he plans to continue us­
ing the program because it is no! same break as me, employers 
overly bureaucratic and filled should inquire about the pro- 
with red tape. grant and give people a






4^ • CERTIFIED INSTRUCTORS
• SPECIALIZED FLOOR
• SEPARATE VENTILATED AREA
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REPRESENTS 12 DIFFERENT 
INSURANCE COMPANIES
DO YOU KNOW WHY?
•BEST COVERAGE POSSIBLE AT 
\\ COMPETITIVE PREMIUMS 
W •POLICIES TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS 
4 -TO MAKE YOUR INSURANCE “ONE STOP”
SEABOARD
Properties Ltd.
7173 West Saanich Rd. 
BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C.
652-1141
•The Canadian Indemnity 
Company
•The Canadian Northern Shield 
Insurance Company 
•The Commercial Union 
Assurance Company
•Guardian insurance L.;ompany 
of Canada
• Laurentian Pacific Insurance 
Company
•The Prudential Assurance 
Company Limited
•The Dominion ol Canada Insurance Company ol
General Insurance Company 
•Gore Mutual Insurance 
Company
Canada
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Right to learn
nnjpBBawaRaaa
British Columbia teachers want the right to strike.
It’s ironic that this same political lobbying group 
complains it is an “essential service” at budget times, 
but changes its tune during contract negotiations.
For the most part, particularly in the Saanich School 
District, teachers have their priorities in the right order. 
Kids and quality of education come first.
But the more militant arm of the B.C. Teachers 
Federation seems determined to keep the battlecry blar­
ing.
Basing their argument on a political fau.x pas that 
awarded teachers in all other Canadian provinces the 
right to strike just doesn’t make the grade. Copying 
mistakes made by other provincial leaders would be the 
epitome of poor management.
No one denies teachers the right to bargain collective­
ly, to seek fair and just wages, to guarantee comfortable 
working conditions. The BCTF should also be allowed 
considerably more input into ministerial decisions and 
encouraged to take a more active role in providing 
sought-after solutions to present education dilemmas.
No one is more qualified than a teacher to judge the 
impact of past restraint budgets on students — from too 
few textbooks to axed course selections.
But to grant a strike clause in the current politically- 
volcanic atmosphere would no doubt lead to partisan- 
spawned work stoppages.
The group to suffer the most with strike-related 
school closures would be the students. Under the School 
Act, a student must be instructed a set number of days. 
Should a lengthy strike occur, thousands of students 
could lose a year out of their education schedule. That 
price is far too great to pay.
For that reason alone, teachers must be considered to 
provide an essential service and the philosophical right 
to strike refused.
SlMCe TitETCWM OP SIOWP/ CONSIDERS 
"SANDvMlOHBftMRP'SiSNS TO BE A
hazard... and merchants 0UI^A 
TH&y'EE A MECEssrry... perhaps 
Spme alternative should be
CONSIDERED...




After more than a decade of endless and fruitless 
dialogue on developing the Port of Sidney waterfront 
concept, it is not surprising certain members of Sidney 
council want-action instead of more debate.
It’s encouraging to see N^ayor Norma Sealey attempt 
to take the bull by the nose and lead it to greener 
pastures.-'i-v':'".;-
; But council, and through them Sidney, is at the 
crossroads of making an important and far-reaching 
decision.
Elected officials seem to agree that a marina-type 
development is needed, and have all but come to terms 
with where and when it should be built.
But hackles rise and private wars spring up when the 
process of how to do it is di.scussed.
It might be expedient, informative and to everyone’s 
benefit if a public information forum was scheduled to 
explain council’s proposed plans and seek public input.
Applicable sections of the official community plan, 
the controversial Novacorp report and the question of 
additional studies should be carefully scrutinized by 
council and the folks that might end up paying the shot 
•—the taxpayers.
Editor:
Sorry, Bob Ward. You’re a 
good friend of mine, and as you 
well know, I have rooted for 
you in most things you have 
suggested or attempted to try 
and get moving in Sidney. 
However, your letter last week, 
complaining about a supposed 
727 doing touch and go’s at the 
airport was so inaccurate.
For a start, a 727 has three 
engines. What you heard had 
two engines and was therefore a 
737.
Furthermore, while you were 
probably relaxing at home scof­
fing chocolate Easter bunnies, 
those poor suckers up there in 
the wild blue yonder, were 
wasting all of Easter holidays 
literally risking their lives to fate 
everytime they hit the runway 
and bounced off again, just to 
ensure their hard-earned skills 
would be honed to as ,neair 
perfection as is humanly possi­
ble so vou would be safe on
your trips.
Would you have this great 
service cancelled also?
1 have di.scovered, through 
my incredible powers of very 
critical observation, that mo.st
complaints come from those 
furthest from the airport. These 
same complainers are always 
the first to write nasty letters 
when unable to get an im­
mediate connecting flight out of 
here when they think they 
should have it. And if those 
people who buy a house near 
the airport aren’t smart enough 
to check that out first, then they 
should e.xpect to have the noise. 
But no, they think the airport 
should go away instead! If they 
don’t like it, the obvious solu­
tion is to move! Then they can 
enjoy writing nasty letters from
a long distance, complaining 
about the difficulty of getting to 
the airport!
Without the airport, what 
else does Sidney have? 
Thankfully the airlines use us 
because it’s the most available 
and less conge.sted of air space, 
therefore les.sening possible 
chances of rnid-air collisions. 
As for them practicing at 
Mirable as you suggest, imagine 
the fare increase you would 




'Conflict of interest' defended
VICTORIA “ I’ve just been 
the subject of an intcr-sting ex­
ercise involving charges of 
conflict of interest, a four-act 
play which, bccuu.se of the 
review it received in soine 
quarters, I would like to 
bounce off my readers.
Act One: Tlie sub,stance of 
the charges, For three years in 
a row. I edited the annual 
repot I for the onibiuismnn's 
office,?/''
The then umbudsimin Kail 
Friedmann was looking for so­
meone wiili iourualisiic e.x- 
pcricnce to“traii,slate" what 
he thought vvoukl normally be 
a dull report, destined to 
gather dust on all manner of 
shelves, into something that 
Nvould be read,
1 wcicqined the challenge, 
rd sceii enough annual reports 
emanating from public agen­
cies in my time to put tnc to 
sleep for years. It would he 
fun to help produce something 
different.
At about the same time I 
began iiiy editing work on tlie 
ombudsman’s annual report, 1 
c.stablishcd my.self in the B.C. 
Legislative I'ress Gallery 
uiidci the name ol CuiiuMUiiHy 
Press Service, writing political 
columns on proviueial affairs 
for comnvunitv newspapers 
which have little or no access 
to the seat of government In 
Victoria. With more thatt 20 
yours of experience ns a 
reporici atid columnist on tna \ 
jor Canadian dailies, I felt I 
was qualified for tltat job.
At the time, 1 asked tnysdf





whether ilic two duties con- 
■Slitulcd a conflict, .According 
to my code of ethics, the 
answer vvits and still i,s no.
h'or ns long as I have been a 
reporter, I would have gone to 
jail rather titan help one politi­
cian of whatever stripe draft a 
pre.ss release, iiTlie oin- 
budsmnn’s office, on the other 
hand, is a iion-political in.stiiu- 
tion. It is responsible to the 
legislature, not the goverit- 
mem. The onibudsmau’s job 
is to protect “tlie little guy" 
fiotu bureaucratic oppression, 
somewhat simihir to my job as 
a columnist.
In addition to thiit, tny work 
on the oinbudsrntm iS annual 
report consisted sirietiy of 
rcwiitiag, editing and layout, 
not svriiing. It was, thcrcfoie, 
of a ipially non-political 
nature and, m no svay. coti- 
fliclcd with my work as a 
political columnist.
Oft thru hast';. I /'ottfimted 
editing the ombudsman’s 
reports until I no longer Could 
afford the time to do so. And 1 
believe that my ivipm into 
thiec of the reports made them 
one of the the most wklcly- 
read dociimems to come (tut 
ctf any public agency. I even
commi,ssianed cartoons to 
sI ress the point s of 
bureaucratic bungling luade in 
the so-called case smnmaric.s 
written by the ombndsmiui’s 
investigators.
,Act Tv/tv; It's March 20, 
1986, Reporters had entered 
the budget lockup that morn­
ing to examine the 19H6-H7 
provincial btidgci in advance 
of I-'itiance IVIinister Mugli 
Curtis' budget speech that 
afternoon.
I*ai I of t lie package 
reporters get at the lockups 
con.si.s!s of a number of books 
called Public .Accounts, Not 
far into the lockup, a cob 
league appraoches mir and 
asks what I had done tor the 
$17,000 listed in tlie jniblic ac- 
cotmts,Had 1 written speeches 
for cabinet ministers , . . run 
an cleciion campagin?
I explain how I had earned 
the money, ami the first in- 
cirivnuiotK nf rfmfiici' of in­
let cst ai'C made. Next day, the 
Vancouver Sun runs a story, 
dealing with the ksvie AW* does 
the Prfn'inee and the Victoria 
/Times"Colonis».
'To open the,,matter to/itll 
discussion, I offci my tesigna- 
tion as president of ihc press
gallery to the executive, and a 
meeting i.s called.
Act riiree: It’s now March 
2.S. A meeting of the press 
gallery has been convened. I 
explain, once again, that my 
editing Work for the om­
budsman was not in conflici 
with my duties as a political 
colunmisi. 1 c.xjdain furtlter 
ihui it is C'ommuniiy Press 
which has a tnembership in the 
gallery and that Community 
Picss is a corpoiate entity, jmsl 
like the Vancouver Sun or 
BCTV. ,
And if it's no conflict of in- 
icrc.si for a newsuitper to 
puhli.sh news and columns, as 
well a.s government-paid 
advertising, its surely is no 
conflici of interest for Com­
munity Press to provide 
political columns and edit an 
annual report for an agency 
that is non-political, agency 
that is to protect citizens from 
tltee.xccsses of bureaueracy.
My colleague,s, however, 
didn't see it that vvay. The con­
sensus was that tlie mediit Imd 
gone after the politicianswith 
a vengenec for tlieir conflicts 
of Wmere*’!!,' and dmt' they 
couldn’t be seen as being soft 
on one of their own.
Act hour: My offer to step 
dowtras pre.sidcni of the press 
gallery is accepted, Tin. once
Grateful to friends
Editor:
Over lire p;i.st 25 years my 
family and I have greatly en­
joyed .lolm Dean Park as a very 
much needed local recreational 
area and deeply grateful to the 
far-siglited donor who .'in- 
ticipaled the present trend to 
sub-divide the whole peninsula.
We used to picnic on tire cast 
summit, witli grand vievvs over 
the islnnd.s and water, and pctice 
and quiet. Tluit has all been lo.si 
.since the iirdallaiion of the 
no.'iiy, ugly, eomiminieation and 
radar tmit. Wc have no wisli to 
endure thttl aiJiiin.
It is with great admirtion wc 
note that siiuemems of ilic 
Friends of Derm Park that lliey 
eamioi accept any fm ther sp(fib 
ing of the park arcii, atid wish 
them well in llieir eiulcavnr.
As the population of the 
peninsiilji grows in the next lew 
years,wc shall be increasingly 
grateful to them if they win,
Dr. A.G. Moffooi 
.Sidney
again, “just" a numiher of tlie
gallery, which means I can 
spend mote time (in what I'm 
here for -•writing.
Disappoiiucd? A little, Sur­
prised? , ^ "'T
Editor:
On behalf of the incmhers of 
llictis Park Nature Sanctuary 
Association, I wish to express 
our appreciation for the publici­
ty your paper lias provided 
about the pressures on .lolm 
Dean Piirk.
Our as.sociaiion strongly sup­
ports the efforts of the I ricnds 
of .lolm Dean Park to protect 
the natuial beamy of tltis 
Saanicb Peninsula oasis. If 
alterntivc loctions exist for 
reservoirs, pumping stations, 
and water linc.s. these should be 
utilized rather titan park pro-
If alternative loctions prose 
unfeasible, we urge all parties 
concerned to make every effort 
10 minimize the (kun.agc to ilsiy
park, ’which will become im





May we tlitnugh your 
hcw.spaper offer our ilnmks for 
those raipeib gsHdens surroun­
ding the Sidney and Nonli 
Saanich Libnuy and die Sih'-i; 
Tlircads bui!dir.ig. Scldoin hioe 
wc seen a more del igh i ltd 
display ol color, I liese gaiUciis 
arc lovely all year round, bm 
right now they are truly 
romK’fhing rn m.'ike the spirit 
'"soar.. ^
The meinbors of the Sidiuy 
iTumicipal parks hi inch nr<* t"
' be eongrntnlfiied'
' Thek efforts' to beautily 
.Sidney are it te.sou>tdiitg suc- 
ccs.s!, , ■, . ,
Helen and ,Hm Lang
Sidney. ' ;
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“I see by your horoscope 
that you’re going to come in to 
a considerable sum of 
money,” remarked my wife 
the other day, as I sat at my 
computer.
“Mmmm,” I mumbled 
non-commitally.
“And you’re soon going to 
have an absoutely fantastic 
romantic encounter with a 
beautiful young woman,” she 
continued in the same tone of 
voice.
“Uhuh,” I responded 
without enthusiasm.
It was the next question that 
finally penetrated my con­
sciousness, which, up to that 
point had been wrestling in­
wardly with a tricky point of 
computer programming. 1 
think it was the sudden lower­
ing of the newspaper, and a 
slight sharpening of the tone, 
that alerted me to a change in 
the situation. “Well, how 
would you like that?” she 
demanded.
Horrified, 1 suddenly realiz­
ed that I had done it again. 
How would 1 like what? I
THE GADFLY
ALAN ST. CLAIR
wondered. Clearly some ra­
tional response was man­
datory at this point, but, not 
having heard the opening 
statements, I wasn’t quite sure 
what it should be. “For lunch 
or for supper, dear?” 1 
hazarded hopefully. Ap­
parently it wasn’t the right 
answer.
This, although it is reminis­
cent of something out of a 
low-grade sit-com, is a more 
common situation than one 
might think — and not, as 1 
once believed, one that is 
restricted to people who have 
spent many years together. 
Frequently taken as evidence 
of incipient deafne.ss, in reality 
I believe it probably has more
to do with selective listening.
My wife is an expert in it in 
her own right. Give her a few 
complex crossword puzzles, or 
a really gripping biography of 
someone or other, and she will 
be capable of ignoring 
anything short of a nuclear 
holocaust for the next few 
hours.
This modern malady seems 
to respect no age limits, and 
children today are as good at it 
as anyone. Probably the skill 
is originally developed while 
doing homework in front of 
the T.V., and is then fine- 
honed during those long bor­
ing hours in the classroom. 
Ask any teacher who has spent 
a full hour laboring the same
few points, only to discover 
some wretch of a pupil who 
has still to hear them for the 
first time. Physically he has 
been sitting there, sometimes 
even nodding his head sagely 
at appropriate moments, but 
in fact he was probably in 
Disneyland or Hawaii.
Daydreaming is probably 
the oldest form of selective 
listening, but I like to think 
that the ability to appear to 
respond to real-life situations 
simultaneously is a product of 
our own complicated age.
S.L., like so many human 
qualities, is a mixture of 
strength and weakness — the 
strength of concentration re­
quired to shut out alt distrac­
tions, and the weakness that 
lets us regard the important 
things of real life as, for the 
moment, only distractions. 
It’s a problem of values, 
rather than of hearing, and, as 
such, seems to be much harder 
to cure.
I just heard a door slam . . . 
1 wonder if I missed 
something?
PROFESSIONAL 




Complete Pest Control Services 383-2445
Waterfront plan ill-conceived
Editor;
I feel bound to convey to the 
people of Sidney my grave con­
cern over the manner in which 
Sidney council is proceeding 
with waterfront development.
There are two matters. One is 
the superficial manner in which 
the majority on council ac­
cepted the proposal call 
developed by the mayor. The 
other, the proposal call itself is 
seriously flawed.
I should point out that in this 
matter Aid. Cy Relph and Aid. 
Gloria Stevens have been con­
sistent in recognizing the 
necessity of council getting pro­
fessional planning and 
economic advice in putting 
together a proper proposal call.
The plain truth, however, is 
that with respect to waterfront 
development, Sidney council 
does not know what it is doing. 
The majority on council will
INSIGHTSMimmmsimm
OUTBURSTS
protest and claim that 
everything is under control. 
Don’t you believe it.
Aldermen have played no 
serious part in developing the 
approved proposal call, simply 
rubberstamping what the mayor 
put in front of them halfway 
through a council meeting. 
Council is weak because some- 
members are fearful of thwar­
ting the mayor’s agenda and 
because they are simply in­
capable of analyzing the pro­
posal call in any serious way.
The proposal call is flawed in 
at least four major respects. 
One, it is not developed in any
PENINSyiA LIFE
“It’s his spring ritual of tuning up the tractor and 
lawnmower . . . then taking them to the dealership to
repair the damage he’s done.
cohesive and realistic planning 
context of what we want to 
achieve on the Sidney water­
front and commercial core.
Two, it does not offer 
developers a clearly defined in­
vestment opportunity.
Three, it fails to offer a solu­
tion to the difficulty of a piece 
of privately-held property in the 
middle of the site.
Four, council has decided to 
withold from prospective 
developers know'ledge of the ex­
cellent NovaCorp report which 
council commissioned last year.
The City of Kamloops is em­
barking on a similar project. 
The difference in approach is 
that Kamloops is following the 
tried and true professional 
d eve 1 o pm e n t p r o c e s s . 
Kamloops accepts the necessity 
of following a twO-stage process 
— first to .deyelop. a physical 
plan and a financial plan and 
then to invite development pro­
posals. In Sidney, since we are 
proceeding in ignorance, we are 
dealing from a position of 
weakness.
The Sidney waterfront is a 
priceless community asset that 
must be developed with the 
greatest of care. Our failure to 
recognize that there are profes­
sional standards that must be 
met from the outset simply 
means that we are forfeiting the 
kind of protection that is built 
into the Kamloops approach.
Rod Clack, an urban planner 
of accomplishment by any stan­
dard, offered his guidance to 
Sidney council at no cost. The 
last council made extensive use 
of his expertise, but the present 
council in its obsessive desire to 
reinvent the wheel has em­
phatically rejected the need for 
any professional advice.
This situation is in my mind 
madness, and it is highly 
dangerous to the future 
development and well-being of 
Sidney. You have elected a 
council that in matters of com- 
munity planning is 
demonstrably out of its depth 
and is making crucial decisions 
in ignorance.
It is the public’s waterfront 
and public assets that are on the 
line. As a matter of urgency, the 
public must demand a halt to 
council’s ill-conceived venture 






Regarding your story on 
George Kyle, the government 
employee who publ.icly 
disagrees with government 
policy and appears to advocate 
“mass layoff of military per- 
sonel.”
At first I thought you had the 
date wrong, as it seemed more 
like a story for April 1.
George Kyle is either smarter 
than the average woolly-headed 
peacenik; a very smart peacenik 
attempting to undermine our 
defence forces; or not suitable 
for public employment.






Minister of Supply and .Services,
Ottavva, Ontario.
Dear Mr, Minisicr;
1'recently read in the daily pai>ers some inierpreiaiions of 
ytnir recent press release concerning- tire replacement of bur 
pteseni laiteredi tired anti torn ptipcr dollars sviih a $1 coin 
made of tin and copper and coveted vviih nickel.
1 tion'i know bow other (.'nnndiims feel about your plan but 
1 iliDugIn I'd Ici yon kno\s ihat I’m with you all ilic way.
For far too long I’ve pnl upwiih the note-pad-si.'c bits of 
green paper your department h.'is caused lo be printed and I'll 
be jdad to see the back of them. '
When new, they stuck together and as often as not I'd be 
disIting out two when only one was required,
Tile only solution seemed to be lo crumple and soil the little 
beggars as soon its the bunk teller liamicd them over, I did 
that once but the queer looks I receiwil fiom those close 
cnougl to hear the racket imimi'dated me into doing my 
cnimplinp at home and I olitn’i l'(vigtu. Is it luo krie to invoice 
you forany losses? . . „
And die billswhich ciueicd my jmi.se aftet |:»a;.siiig iluough 
ilawis.uttls t'd'hand:;, Were ciftcn -.o guy.,,, uv u.-.c my daughici';. 
current favismiie expression, iliai 1 vvas embarased to pass 
them on.
Their wounds svere only partitdly patched with peeling 
lupe. correspondctice between cashiers too nnmeions to conni 
obscurcti all but liie serial mihibers, Her Majesty sported a 
moiistaene, or worse, tmd many api'cared to have been used 
as both liatKlerehieves and wnse tags by garage meciumies in a 
dmrry., ,, _
A.Sto the new coin, your choice of nsing metals with little 
commercial valtie is wise. Greedy opimmiuists will inu find
profit in inciting down our new dollars.
1 also agree with your decision to nick bits of ilic coins 
edges off to keep them from being too round. This will inhibit 
their inclination to roll away when dropped — and also save a 
bit of meriiai.;
I luwcver, no mcmion was made in the newspaper accounts 
of the coin’sdesign and I woiulcr if I might make a few f,ng- 
gesiions.;
I assume that Her Majesty’s profileWill grace the coin's 
face. Please take care not to repetU Ihernislakc her earlier 
coil'feuse rnadeWhen site was allowed lo weave the devil's 
lace into the Queen's hairdo. Bad form li'iat.
As fur the obverse, it seem.s to me that yon will he besciged 
b.V ineaiLiniudcd, jroliiically tnoiivaied individuals 
uninlercsted in adding substmice to om coin hni bent instead 
on fiirihei ing their own prejtidices, 
f have heard suggestions hereabout,s that a caricature of 
Iherre Trudeau vviiit his fambiis finger pointing north would 
be appropriate for the dollar he set adrift,
It inigln be an iniprovcmeni over the scattered St. 
I.awrencc log boom now on the back of the grcenbttck, hut I 
have what I consider to be a better idea and one whicli 
dovetiiils more closely with the present economie climate. 
Instead of wrangling over wltich Canadian aninnil or ar- 
fifuci best portrays our culture, why not simply use a couple 
of numbers, the rate of U.S. exchange existing at the time of 
eiieh iniming. (i
“,Seven' and 'one' would be used if the first minting it>ok 
place novv. If this simple inetliod was insiitnied, Canadiiins 
would be able to keep accurate track of their buck's vnhie vis 
a vis its American eounierparl.
In addition,Tor tho.se of us with falling sight or an iiiabilily 
to read, 1 suggest ihai a corresponding slice be cut from the 
coin. In the above example, .'?9 per cent ol the metal would be
cutoff,; > ,
I■tum'e miniings would be short more or less metal. We
would I lien have hot it a numeric and graphic record of the 
fourse of our <toli'jir;'
If ancient Rortums could sltttve bits from their silver coins 
and thus cheat their cltizeits, I tloit't see why we can’t do the 
same iit these modern limes,-
Good luck with your -ministry attd keep me posted on ytnn 
progress,-
■ G; „ , : . '''Sincerely,
Hugh
III llllllll«l>WlllllllllllllWlllllltM»«llllllll»»l«IMII1l II WIW1IWIIIM1WIW<ITIMIIIMIIII<IIII1WWI<<IIIIIWII l»|ill.lMillWII««ril,ll«lll»IWMtllllllllll»»IWlH»Mimilll»l
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^Montreal Imsf real estate
747 Fort St., Victoria






#1 Office in B.C.
for Montreal Trust EXCELLENCE 
LIFE AWARD
SPECIALIZING IN SAANICH PENINSULA 
PROPERTIES. For the 2nd consecutive year 
ANNETTE has earned this TOP POSITION in 
SALES. Let her SUCCESS work for you.
Call ANNETTE at 656-4891 (Res) or 386-7355 (off).
UN THE 
SCHOOLS
TheTuontiVof April I'lar, been dusignated,by School Dialilct KiiS as 
‘'.Arts in the Schools Month,"
SCHOOL ARTS EVENTS 
April1986
DATE: SCHOOl/EVEfsIT: G
April 9,10 Sansbury/McTavish-Transportation Fair,
April 13 S<ianlch Ukulele Groups will potlorrn with the 
VICTORIA SYMPHON'y' at tho University Gontro
;2;30P.M.' •
AprilT-l * 18 Ml, Novdon - .Jazz Dunceis will poflorrn at the 
ViCtOricT Music FQStiV<Tl.







|lintiii~ntfl'iiTtiiiriniiiiIi»ii  ill miiMiiii
SCHOOL DISTRICT VARIETY CONCERT at 
Cliuemont Sfjconrjary at Alii) p.rn,
^ Featuring,, ,
Parklrmd'ti Stage Band 
Bieniwoocfs’Bunny Hoppin'Group (gr, 1*3,1 
Umn!woou,t> Ukululu C'lioup 
Mt, Newton's .Jazz Dancota ' '
.Sansbury'G Recorder Group
Rnyrti OtTk’n r:nnrert Rand "
Saanich District Youth ChPii'
Beaver f'Toti.f>ocl -"Tron&poflatiorf" Optjn Houste 
Nrji 11) SiJ<U(icl) - Di,11100 ffiiylhiJiit.u piuLu/itutiu), 
bicinoy - Ipiont Show 
North SaafHch - vSky Happy'' Musical ■
“ARTS IN THE SCHOOLS WEEK’’ APRIL 1i*19,1986
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Ddicatessen
Looking for a certain item? Stop looking 
and come to Safeway! We have a large 
variety of local and imported,meats to 
please every taste. For a real taste treat try 
our Barbequed Chicken or our Fresh 
Salads! If you are planning a special 
occasion, order your Party Tray here!
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Tfecre’s no need to waste your time clipping coupons or filling up gimmicky ‘BONUS' 
cards to get Safcway’s special prices. Avoid the hassle - Shop Safeway for Straight- 
Forward Weekly S|»ecials. Everyone ^ho shops will get the same low prices even if they 
didn’t know the items were on sale. However, we will continue to redeem competitor 
coupons.
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Safeway brings you better service and lower 
prices.
You’ll find a whole new look in our stores 
and a new attitude amongst our people to help 
make shopping easier and more efficient. As 
well, you’ll find hundreds and hundreds of 
price reductions throughout the store.
You asked for rn ore —
Now ... Safewav’s Done It!
fti-' Priewyrj, . fi"-vi;.f'.
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BUNCH OF 10. B.C; GROWN ....
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NIEXICAN GROWN
Advertised Prices In Effect 
Monday, April / to Sunday, April 13, lUBt)
SIDNEY
' STORE HCM.1RS '
MON TUES WED. t'W sw lo rOO pm THtlttS. ER! 9-00 m lo S;?0 pm
SAT.«;OOatni!ot:O0prH SUNDAY 10:01
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FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 
SERVING VANCOUVER ISLAND





BANTAM AAs battled for the 
provincial tourney title last 
weekend. Enderby team­
mate (left) sprawled on the 
ice injured by a hard slap­
shot, giving Port Alberni a 






Dr. William F. Mirchoff 
Podiatrist
is pleased to announce the opening of his practice at
No. 304 - 2453 Beacon Ave., Sidney
Complete Family Footcare — Foot Surgery'






.............. K plus tax







Atom reps stole the gold at 
the 21st Annual Coquitlam 
Atom Rep Hockey Tournment 
on the March 30 weekend.
. Peninsula Atom rep Eagles 
are the first Peninsula minor 
hockey team to win a medal at 
the Coquitlam tourney.
The Eagles didn’t fare too 
well in the preliminary round. 
They took one win against Ker- 
risdale but were soundly 
defeated, by Coquitlam and Vic­
toria.
Despite a high penalty count, 
the semi-final game against 
North Shore Winter Club 
reaped a 4-r win for the atom
team.
In their finals round against. 
Burnaby Winter Club, the 
Eagles were hard-pressed to 
maintain their goal lead.
First and second period they 
had a 4-1 advantage when Bur­
naby scored two goals, closing 
the gap to 4-3. The Eagles soon
a two goal lead 
Burnaby tie the
re-established 
only to have 
game 5-5.
Once again the Eagles scored 
only to have Burnaby tie it up 6- 
6 at the 17:86 mark.
At 19:18 the gold medal goal 
was driven into the top corner 
of Burnaby’s net by a hard slap-
Ladies teed off a two-bail 
competition for their first round 
of golf at Glen Meadows’ spring 
opening April 1.
Seventy-six players par­
ticipated, with Lorraine .lacklin 
and .lean McLennan winning a 
first place trophy with a com­
bined score of 40.75.
.Second place was secured by 
Betz Ard and Marylin Ball while 
Muriel Love and Veronica Keith 
took third. Fourth place went to 
Bobby Clenchy and .lane Jef­
frey.
Mary Browett was awarded 
fortheCLGA Pin Round, Edna 
Hay received runner-up.
Spring opening was conclud­
ed with a gift presentation to 
Doreen Ovcharick for Iter ef­
forts af. 3 popular and irard- 
working captain for the past 
two years.
Executive for Glen Meadows 
ladies are: Edna H.ay, captain; 
Ruth Trelawncy, vice-Captititv, 
Betty Davis, secretary; and 
Doreen Weaver, (rensurer, Ber- 
nie Davies will, ovei'sce rules, 
Veronica Keith Itandicaps, 
match chairnuin is Shirley 
Anderson and Madeline Upton 
is social,convenor,/
■ HOCKEY'.
Atom House League hockey title went to Central Saanich :; 
Police and Volunteer Fire Department. C.S.P.V.F.D. had a 
season of strong play with 13 wins, three ties and threeTosses. ■
In league piay-offvTthey triumphed over both Sidney Lions 
and Pharmacy to take the play-off title.
At an Easter tournament in Esquimalt, C.S.P.V.F.D. cap­
tured the silver after a hard-playing tourney resulting in three 
wins, two ties and one loss for the Peninsula team.
FIELD HOCKEY
In field hockey last Saturday, the Hotel Hobbits and 
Roadrunners ended their match with a 1-1 tie. Lynda Nairn 
scored for the Hobbits.
Opposed by the Renegades later that day, the Hole! Hob­
bits went down in defeat 2-0.
SOCCER
Sidney Oarage Motors Soccer Club ended their season 
fifth place in Division Four. The former Division Five 
champs totalled 17 points in regular league play with six wins, 
five losses and five lies,
Pitted against Duncan on Sunday the club was defeated 2-1 
despite holding Duncan to a no-scorc for the firsi 45 mimilcs.
With most players returning next season, the team looks 
forward to taking the Division Four title.
shot.
Eagles’ goaltender Dustin 
Banyard had an outstanding 
tournment. He earned a trophy 
for top tournament goalie with 
an 85 per cent save ratio. 
Hockey awards have been won 














Everyone Welcome 3:30 to 5 pm
•Only 50c admission on 
opening day 
•Rental skates 
free of charge 
• Bring your friends ’ 
Other-skating times include:
Teen Rollerskate 
Friday 7 to 9 pm 
Everyone Welcome 
Sat. 2 to 4 pm
Toro has a new 
cutting edge.
TGRD TWO-CYCH- LA\VNM(:,tWlfRS.
Now you etui choose Tot'o qutilily in a machine 
that riins on a gas and oil mixuirc, Comi'nirc 
till? casl mcial Citrbiireior, ihe mechanical goyer" •-25?s’ 
nor and one-siep rear liagging sy.sfcm. And iht; ,3 
















ihJ4 McDonma mx ftd.
656-7714
DOUBLE GLAZE NOW
• Renovation Wiralows ,
• Rtr>ri'f'i Wuidnws
.♦OuL'i'.'dn Slou'n \Ahndoiws 
,'^Ti'iormal CorwfS'VSions ^ 
•Winf,Sow Screens
rt.dun pfvv',! iroL ■
■ ' FROfTffilOl'fAlTYiNSTifaiH)
656-9863
C-FAX rosenreh shows you 
want to wake up to a 
‘happy’ radio station, .So, we 
give you Barry Bo win an and 
111 s " Gi (,) o d M o r rvi n g Vic to r i a ‘' 
team. Barry's humorous 
vvay of,looking at , 
thing,:, .has, made him,
V i c 10 r i a' s. rri 0 fj 1, p o p u I a r 
personality for ovor 'a docade'.
And that makes us 
happy too. Wake up lo groat 
radio. Stay In touch with the 
weather with Blano 
Coulcher, the sports with 
Ken 'the Dobher’ Uobson, 
and tf|]0 complete C-FAX 
information team.
MORNINGS TO 10 A.M.




BOWLER Neal Widdifieid was presented with the most im­
proved award by Lyall Riddell.
Kids in Youth Bowling receiv­
ed trophies and crests at their 
season end banquet Saturday.
Misfits of Bowling won the 
Rotary Trophy: Tania 
Pleasance, Jim Peterson, Lyle 
Wegelin and Sarah Smith.
First place Bantams went to, 
Golden Girls: Anita Budd, 
Jenifer Littlejohns, Tanis 
Carley and Michelle Franklyn.
Saturday Pec Wees won their 
division; Lisa Fenton, Ryan 
York, Matthew Underwood, 
Fedra Oliver and Erika Domeij.
Individual trophies for high 
seniors went to: Bar-
Track club geors up soon
If running the 440 or 
spearing the ground with a 
javelin is of interest, the 
Peninsula Track Club 
wants to hear from you.
The newly- formed 
organization promotes both 
track and field events, in­
cluding short and long 
distance running, shotput, 
discus, javelin, high jump 
and long jump.
The club is open to all age 
groups and will compete 
against other Victoria 
athletes.
“It will go along with the 
summer track series at 
Parkland's,” says organizer 
Bonny Braithwaite.
Registration dates are 
Apr. 12 from 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m. and Apr. 16, from 
7p.m. to 8 p.m.
The club hopes to start 
training Apr. 22.
JUST PASSING through the motions of a relay drill 
Kate Gower and Lenora Gear.
are
Quick boat race on tap
Ahoy all ye hearties, it’s time 
to plan that special design for 
the second annual Build a Qtiick 
Boat race on tap for this year’s 
Sidney Days.
Organizer Peter Burchett says 
this year’s race will be bigger' 
and better with more than a 
dozen entries expected.
Participants will have a 
longer building time — up lo 
three hours — to construct their 
floatable masteipiece. he says. 
Judges will be looking for the 
best combination row/sail boat 
constructed.
Eacli two-man team will be 
given six 2-by-4s, four pieces of 
1-by-2s. 2..5 sheets of one-
quartet inch plywood, a larp 
for a sail, a bag of nails and a 
roll of seam ttipc.
CcnlcMants must supply a 
limited number of tools, says 
Burchett. Judges will allow a 
hammer, two Itand saws, a tape 
measure :iikI ;t planer per team. 
Power tools arc not iH.'rmitted.
i-acli team shouiii go into the 
fun-filled evtml with a memori/- 
eil plan of action, he suggests. 
Written designs are not allowed 
into the wonkii'g area.
Al'lei last year’s event, w'hcrc 
the ma.ioiity of qnicK-lniild 
bretts looked like canoes,
organi/eis tue setting down 
rcttuliuions seeking .better 
designs ami cemstniciion.,
At'U'f I'onsnneiion is eom- 
; itlcied at Sitn.seha /Hall, each 
team ss'ill carty their i>int-si/ed 
■ vessehilown Beacon As enne to
be display^ed near the wharf un- 
ti! the main event begins.
Later that afternoon, thcrfrue 
test begins — a race around the 
harbor.
Participants must then row 
around a pre-determined 
course, then return with sails 
flying in the downwind breeze.
The best-built boat will be 
judged after the ragatla, says 
Burchett. “It’s lots of fun, and
'A- ‘'"'iMiVd’ji- if,
I r,in<i C(il(ir C-.ll, ltd. 12d, tt!!) mu) tiisc, t'ropaid Herficc, 
RItGUl AR DOUns.^ PRINTS OR
.'P/jkS SlZf. DOUBl.E .SIZE 5k7
12 exp.......$2.98 12 exp. .............$3.98
15 exp. 3.98 15 exp. ...... 5.98
24 exp. ...... 5.98 24 exp............ 8.98








8 - Wallet Si?e
(Kiwi* fioiin) "W «!)
YOU CHOOSETHE POSE 
Prices etfective April bfO/KC
23PiBoacon Avo.
Hnamauia
Buy 3 tolls of 
SOOTER Color 24 exp. 
film for only *11®’
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over magic
IN OUR STUDIO CONTINUOUS NEWS UPDATES
SCULPTURED NAILS Initial Application Roo. S35,00 special ‘25.00
ICOI nijR CONSUI TATION
' ■' ■ (()«!# colour
............. ' ' '
ir"'
TI'IOMAT OUkl, . ' . JACKlk , LUSIC
QUALITY IN SO MANY WAYS
HAIR CARE" .652"1222 ■ .. SKIN CARE 652-124i
bara Coldwell, Mike F'armer, 
Mike Devereux, April Nunn 
and Richard Turnbull.
Juniors’ high average: Eanna 
Nunn, Eric Luscombe. Tania 
Pleasance, Greg Turnbull, 
Sarah Smith and Rick Shadboh.
Bantams high average: Anita 
Budd, Ian L.uscombc. Tara, 
Nelson, Neal Widdifieid, Alison 
Butler and Jared Nelson.
Pee Wees high average; 
Nicole Treleaven. Ryan Shad- 
bolt, Erica Domeij, Richard 
West, Fedra Oliver and Ryan 
York.
.Most Improved Bowlers 
were: Mike Devereux, Wendy 
Jestico and Ryan Shadbolt.
Neal Widdifieid won the Bell 
Trophy for most improved 
bowler over the w'hole league.
Sportsmanship was aw'arded 
to Mike Farmer.
Winners of the Pee Wee and 
Golden Age Tournament were 
Ralph Bradshaw, Leah Under­
wood and Ryan Shadbolt.
Family Twosome winners 
were: Eric Luscombe and 
mother, Anita Budd and father, 
Barbara Coldwell and mother, 
and Lyle Wegelin and father.
Graduation certificates were 
presented to; Mike Devereux 










656-6466 OR YOUR FREE









Mail or Bring in to Block Bros. Realty, 2449 Beacon Avenue.
It youf piooerlY ts currently listed with a Broket, please disregard this oiler. It is not our intention to solicit the ot-j 









in case of construction failures, 
everyone should know how to 
swim.’./ .
The winners, judged on col­
lecting points for first boat 
built, best design and race 
results, will w'in a prize.
Seven teams have signed up 
already, says Burchett, so 
others interested in joining in 
the fun should hurry to pre­
register by calling him at 6.56- 
21'l 8.
juniors.
Graduating from Bantam to 
Junior; Jenny Widdifieid, Anita 
Budd, Jenifer Littlejohns, 
Michelle Franklyn, Ian 
Luscombe and Tara Nelson.
Perfect attendance crests 
Seniors: Mike Devereux, Mike 
Farmer, Barbara Coldwell and 
Richard Turnbull.
Juniors: Eric Luscombe, Tim 
Bewley, Tania Pleasance, Greg 
Turnbull, Wendy Jestico and 
Lyle Wegelin.
Bantams: Tammy Courser, 
Ian Luscombe, Tara Nelson, 
Alison Butler, Jenny Wid­
difieid, Jenifer Littlejohns, Ken 
Budd and J ared Nelson:
Pee Wees: Lisa Fenton, 
Nicole Treleaven,= Ryan Y’ork, 





We’re the experts at H&R Block 
who know taxes and tax law changes 
inside and out. That means we can 
make the tax laws work for you and 
save you money.
We’ll give you tax suggestions for 
next year based on this year’s return. 
And, we’re available year round.
Stop in today or call for an ap­
pointment.
Don’t be left out this tax season.
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS
The year-round 
income tax people
A4-S843 Second St. 
Sidney 656'
r5 THE GREAT SPRING FESTIVAL
^ JUAN DE FUCA RECREATION CENTRE
I The Better
s Livii^Show
Aprs! 11, 12, 13
Noon - 9 pm 
10 am ”9 pm 





“The Money Man” 
Saturday & Sunday
11 am, 2:30 pm & 4:30 pm
i Dr. J.V. Keating
V “Looking After Your Pet’’
J Friday 2 pm & 4 pm
5 Saturday 1:30 pm & 4 pm
^ Sunday 12 noon Jr 2 pm
S JVJJKEGRENBY
.s
k . /; LOW PRICES: ADULTS *2 (»?::!) SENIORS/^I.
^ Pffiaenled by Taiga ExWbHlons ltd. 388-7355 5
I
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Doffodll Qyeen kicks off compcilgn
Kicking off the 1986 Cana- Kraatz last week to sign pro- 
dian Cancer Society campaign, clamations declaring April 
mayors from Sidney, North Combat Cancer Month.
Saanich and Central Saanich Seventeen-year-old Rebecca 
joined Daffodil Queen Rebecca is a student at Stelly’s
highschool, and was chosen to 
represent the society’s promo­
tional campaign this year.
In 1982, Rebecca was 
diagnosed having rhab-
CAUGHT IN THE ACT, (from left) N. Saanich Mayor Lloyd Harrop, Sidney Mayor Norma 
Sealey, Daffodil Queen Rebecca Kraatz and C. Saanich Mayor Ron Cullis are out to help 
combat cancer.
domyosarcoma, a relatively rare 
cancer affecting muscles.
After two years of treatment, 
including surgery to remove six 
abdominal tumors, 
chemotherapy and radiation, 
her parents, Alton and 
Marianne Kraatz, decided to 
discontinue the treatment as it 
was causing traumatic side ef­
fects.
For the past two years, the 
bright, energetic girl was able to 
lead an almost normal life.
She now has a medical check­
up yearly at Victoria General 
Flospiial, and no recurrence of 
cancer has been found.
“I’ve made it four years,’’ 
says a beaming Rebecca. “Just 
one more year to go and then 
I’m fully cured.’’
Among her duties as Daffodil 
Queen, she will attend various 
mall displays and promotional 
appearances including selling 
balloons and flowers to raise 
money for the society.
Mayors Norma Sealey, Lloyd 
Harrop and Ron Cullis said 
they hope area residents will 
support the month-long cam­
paign, which helps fund various 
cancer-related support services 
including the local volunteer 
driver program and information 
packages.
Tourist centre gets Expo facelift
Things are changing at visitor 
information centres throughout 
B.C.
Not only are the centres 
undergoing physical facelifts 
which will include bright red
and blue striped eight-by-I6 
foot signs mounted on the 
building; but a name change to 
“Travel Infocentre’’ will ensure 
uniformity throughout the pro­
vince, says tourism minister
artists
Claude Richmond.
The province and the B.C. 
Chamber of Commerce, whose 
members operate most informa­
tion centres, will spend $1.5 
million to upgrade centres in 
Expo colors, mount new signs 
and provide matching uniforms 
for all employees.
Wanted: Local artists to help boost the public’s awareness 
of exceptional talent within the community.
Apr. ;28 to May 4 is the second annual Arts Appreciation 
Week in Sidney, and local businesses will again ho.st displays : 
and working exhibits by area artists. ;
Organizer Frank Malerby of the Sidney -Association of 
Merchants hopes more than a dozen locaF artists will set up 
shop at various retail locations during lhe week-long promd- 
■:Tion;:;:d, , d''' 'v'' i , 'V', "
To date; 10 artists have acknowledged support, including 
T. Andriessen Holmes, Ralph Eastland, Judy Trpusdeli, 
Leslie Finney, Tannis Warburton, Graham Herbert' Patrick 
Chu, Thelma Mathews. Claudia Parfitt and Ruth Anstey.
The artists will show their work, plus be on hand at 
scheduled times to explain and demonstrate their crafts, from 
oil and water painting to sculpture, textiles and working with 
porcelain.
The idea, says Malerby, is to link Sidney’s downtown 
businessess to the popular Saanich Peninsula Arts and Crafts 
Show at Sanscha Hall.
At the same time, he adds. Arts Appreciation Week will 
demonstrate that local business people appreciate and en­
courage local artists.
-Artists and businesses wishing to participate in the program 
should contact Malerby before Apr. 14 at 656-3586.
Peninsula Chamber of Com­
merce Manager Peter Tredgett 
said new signs will be afixed to 
both information centres in 
Sidney, and new flagpoles will 
be erected.
“They’ve really gone hog- 
wild,’’ Tredgett said. “All of a 
sudden they’re realising the 
value of information centres.’’
Tredgett will attend a three- 
day manager training seminar at 
Ca-mosun College to prepare for
the increased volume of visitors 
expected.
News of summer grants to 
hire student employees for the 
Expo season has not yet been 
verified, but Tredgett hopes for 
a summer staff of 20.
“This could be a real crisis,’’ 
he said.
“We have to open (the 
highway centre) from 8:30 a.m. 
to 2 a.m. the following day, 
because the last ferry will arrive 
at 1:30 a.m.,’’ he explained.
The First Street location will 
open until 10 p.m. daily.
Tredgett says 20 employees is 
not out of line because the cen­
tres will be open seven days a 
week for 18 hours a day.
‘‘And you can’t expect 
volunteers to work all those 
hours,” he said.
TV — VCR — STEREO SERVICE
WARRANTY DEPOT FOR:
HITACHI





SERVICE TO ALL MAKES
New bi PENINSULA
hall opens
There will be a new bingo hall 
opening up in Sidney ihi.s sum­
mer.
Community Bingo is dif- 
fcrcni in operations from vir- 
umlly all other bingo operations 
in B.C., says organizer Dave 
Trace, It combines the in­
dividuality of the small bingo 
games with the cost effectivness 
of a large openion,
The focus of a comnumiiy 
bingo is twofold: to ntake an en­
joyable environment for playing 
bingo and to give inaxiimmt 
returns to the sponsoring 
organizations.
Since opening he says, more 
than $5(K),(X>() has been paid lo 
the .30 sponsoring charities. The 
payout to charities in 19K6 is 
projected at $1.4 tnillion to $1.6 
million,
An information night is 





NOW OPEN 8 AM









10% Senior Discount 




Early Evening DINNER SPECIAt 
4:30 • 6:00 Mon.-Ffi, T 
l.ur»(;ti4DinnorOuilii 
Sunday Brunch 1'1;30-1;J6 
'nWllfftntvxrodBay ’ 
Phani! 6562413 or 652-9515
QBYSSm





I filh &Boar.on Sidney
'"-"—zr*-,*....—'ii'jHtppp -“—6 I
7:30 p.m, aV iftc Panorama
Leisure Centre, and all types of 
community grotip.s arc invited
.Anyone inletcsicd in pla>in,g 
third division rugby is invited to 
attend practice Apr. 1.3 at 2:.3t) 
p,m. on Parkland .Secondary:
. School’s .field, '
Opportunity for posi- 
'.^cccshdary, nr
has been limited in Sidney, 
note'll organizer Alex Webb.
In the p4'‘b fR' travdUn! to 
ViuofiaTor league but 
would like to bring .some action 
to the local, area. .Webb., 
an ,Sn ' Johnson decided a 
: ' coif wiillyc third division 
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A DELICIOUvS DINNER 
THAT SETS YOU FREE 
•NO ADDITIVES 'NO I'fiESERVATIVES 
•FREE DEUVERYd4 VARIETIES 
•VOLUMES SENIOR OISCOUNT 
DINNER 0EUVF.RE0 FROZEN 
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LaBf look at comet
/ ^ ‘f*'-"***’^?*' '"'''•I
‘ vv Hr/^/
tr-'A
Star gazers and the curious have one more chance lo view 
the once-in-a-lifetime Halley’s comet phenomenon.
As comet Halley completes its voyage, moving away from 
the sun, nocturnal sightings, aided by binoculans, are a
possiblity for peninsula residents.
The comet will be brightest from April 21 to early May, 
Dominion Observatory information officer Muriel Enock 
says Opportunities to actually see the comet, however, may 
be best when it is in the darker skies of May 15 to 30, she 
adds.
Saturday evening viewings from 8-10 p.m. at the West 
Saanich Road observatory have recommenced, and while 
there are no special openings to view Halley’s, staff will 




If your Business Phone Number is new or has been recently chang­
ed, please call us and we’ll run it free of charge for a period of three 
months. This service limited to the Review’s Trading area.
Company Name Phone Number
(20) Bay Video...........................................................   652-0443
(28) B & M Construction.................................................................. 656-3180
(17) Community Septic Tank Service.......................... 656-3288
(16) Dirtaway Systems.................................................................... 652-0644
(23) Factory Sound.......................................................    655-5341
(17) McDonald Park Chevron........................ 656-0412
(IB) Nora M. Maddocks & Assoc...................656-5435
(23) Sidney Sea & Do........................................ 656-4452
(16) Stewart Structures Ltd............................ 652-2552
(16) Sidney Wool Imports...............................656-6152
(20) The Love For Sale Pet Shop..................656-3314
(20) The Pop Shoppe........................................ 556-8512
(28) Van Hecke Firewood...............................652-6063
Courtesy The Remw 
^1151
REPORTS
EXPERIENCE THE MAGIC OF SHOWSCAN.
See it, hear it, feel it.
.Showscan — the ultimate film experience developed by 
the world's top creator ot visual effects — is on display at the B.C. 
Pavilion during Expo S6. And tor the first time this new medium 
is being used with a specially designed ih.eatre to capture the 
rugged beauty of Bri tish Columbia.
STARRING BRITISH COLUMBIA
O’ur (.■aniera crew.- roamed dotens ot B C. locaiiinis last 
-tinIII11-7 lo !nul ilIV ‘.',1.111.'-' ii<1 v'i,1''-i ..n i in u .>ia
is Discovery ' .i liini th.ti m.ikes .in .icrini sweep nt ’0 B L.'. , 
locaiions in nint- difl'ereni regions and brings our l.irulsrapes 
'll") ilic.
: Because Showscan images ate piojvi ted ai twice norrna! , 
him speed, actiori ficenes ami colnursiiecoine ipcrediiily iiNii, Atui, 
our Sltowscan Thealit' - one ot the n)(>'t sijphisiicaii'd in Norili 
..Aivienra "■ Hi'igluens ihr; i‘i;ciirincn( with a special sound sys'eiii 
;and a ipani virwing screen lU ineio's H ide ,, , .
'A.FEAST FOR THE,EYES (AND EARS!). '
In OUT Showscan f heaii'e, you il iollow Molly and het 
spate IriencJ Zttrgon mi ihev embarl:nn an .■ulventure-filK'd lent 
of the prot'incy, Evpt'ricuce a I'lveadvaTang.'du t un (rotn the, fop 
I'lf Whistler Mnutiiartv. lu-,ar the ("tioTiing snil at l',ii:itie Him I’aiL . 
•n si.i< track stetco sound, feel ihe,thi,indctitia rapids C't a iU T 
tieet It's ,il| here in 7P mm film ami a s,,nini.] system thiu nlds . 
a physieal (hmetesion to the niiigic 'ii soiit'id and iighi ,'
: It t a special ,l:.xpain,',.it iluri’s not,(oTie tnissi'ii. ;
ANDMIArURINGB.C.TAlTN'T!' , ' ' ''
rttidtii ('ll by (. .ieiiie-aseatil winner i’eiet L1 Bri.ini Ihc.
Gi'i'V laix, My Arnetie.in Coustnlami fe.-m.iting t-aitu:.a Balk •' the 
B.C, s*,ir of Heto'tn to Q:’ - out Discovery film is> .'i shosvi;.m,e ot
C„ui.H,li,ni lalent \Ve ps,',| a B (' filmvre..v tenowu ighoui
Ntittli Arnenca for theit film nrakingi'towess to cnt.ite this sp-mual 
irikviste to Britisli Columbia s tegions luudscrtpct iU'id imijeslie 
beauty
, f'Ce the Btitish t .Yihirnbia you've never seen k'efi'n' 
biutwsc.in - at the B C T'.ivilion duiiTig Expo •''fv
L.. Tlir >tONOO»t.VI»l I CATHK K I Mttil HI, vitNis'iMi III setjsisintr
UPBME
, W,VK..II I ttKlUilAIHiOl UUH 
t'NTIlMTAlNMHNT SHOWCASE - tC 
WEEKS Of- OREAT ENTEMTAINMI.IN'E 
'' fIV ftI.EitONAf.. ANIV inRWf:,*l,SIONAI.
TI C »»T‘rire''irVti.f»TK, tTUJ Ml 
HAPFEN1KOSOON AT THi; nillTfSH 
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Veterans donote
r' -1^
Unir 302, Army Navy and Air 
Force Veterans has donated 
almost $12,000 to various 
organizations in Sidney during 
the past six months.
Meat draws held each week 
are the basis of A.N.A.F. fun­
draising efforts.
Sidney Guides and Scouts 
Hall received $1,000 and a $500 
donation was made to Sidney 
Little League for their building 
fund.
Veterans Unit 302 received
the largest donation of $4,661. 
Remaining funds went to the 
following organizations: 
Christmas dinner, $2,005; Tim­
my’s Telethon, $1,000; Saanich 
Arrows Cultural and Recrea­
tional Association, $500; Sidney
Scouts, $300; Veterans 
Memorial Housing, $1,500; 
Sidney Little League, $200; 
Peninsula Minor Lacrosse, 
$200; and Muscular Dystrophy, 
$100.





SINGERS Irene Tucker and Doreen Shaw join in a lively rendition of Way Down Upon The 
Swanee River.
Local choir slrigs for joy
Pianists who have joined the 
Peninsula Singers would rather 
sing than play. F'inding a full­
time accompanist for the 41- 
member group is a challenge.
A new pianist, available three 
practices each month, was final­
ly found. However, says con­
ductor Don Turner, it is better 
to have the same accompani­
ment every Tuesday evening for 
consistency.
Peninsula Singers range in 
age from 20 to 85 years. They 
lighten the day's of many elderly 
and hospital-bound w'ith their
Unpoid
honored
The peninsula salutes its 
volunteers.
As part of Volunteer Week in 
Canada, members of local 
organizations and service clubs 
will be honored at a Community 
Volunteer Fair at Sidney 
Library on Resthaven Dr. on 
Friday, Apr. 18, noon to 8 
p.m., and Saturday, AprL 19,. 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The salute to hard w'orking 
volunteers is sponsored locally 
by the Peninsula Community 
Association.
The Canada-wide apprecia­
tion week w'as established 
several years ago to raise public 
awareness of volunteer’s value 
within each community.
In addition to the fair, a 
volunteer tea is slated for 
Wednesday, Apr. 16 from 2 
p.m. to 4 p.m. at the Silver 
Threads hall. All volunteers are 
invited and organizers ask that 
name tags be worn. The 
Serenaders and Etell Ringers will 
be on hand to entertain the 
guests and volunteers will each 
receive an orchid courtesy of 
Wardair.
The Community Vohmtecr 
Fair will spotlight many 
organizations, giving members 
a chance to raise the profile of 
their group.
Included in the event, will be 
the Lincigency Mea.Mnio,. 
O r g a n i z ti t i o ti, Spring w o o d. 
Sidney-North Saanich Cancer 
Unit, Sidtiey Power Squadron, 
Girl Giiidcs, Saanich Pcninstila 
Hospital, fire prevention of­
ficers from Sidney. North 
Saanich atid Ceniraf Saanich. 
Save the Children liind, 
Frietids of the Musettm. 
RCMP, chamber of comincrcc, 
Meals on Wheels and tlie Penin- 
suIa.Cdmsnuniiy Association;
I'of more iitformation. con• 
tact PaisyMcAviiy at 656-4CO 
or Marjorie Dcnroche af 6.56- 
'0134. ■' ■■'■fV
travel! ing choral performances. 
“It’s lots of fun for the elderly 
and for us,” notes 82 year-old 
singer iBen Holmes.
Turiier leads the group 
through renditions of many 
light popular and classic easy 
listening songs. Drink to .Me 
Only Vdith Thine Eyes, Emblem 
of Cainada and Clitrib Every 
Mount.uin are just a few of the 
many favorites in their reper­
toire.
The singers have been 
together for five years, says
Turner. More basses and tenors 
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!f7-6809 Kirkpatrick Ores, 
at Keating industrial Park
— A NATURAL FOOD STORE —
^riO/ OFF
oPTofaU /O ALL SUPPLEMENTS
1^0/OFP
I /O ALL NATURAL COSMETICS
1^0/ OFF
uPTo I <&# /© WINE & BEER
MAKING SUPPLIES
Fresh Peanut Butter .....................99ib.
$^99
Cheddar Cheese......................... ib.
Bart’s Spices........... 1 S off
‘Plus MANY In-Store Specials
Sale ApriM 2-30,1986 /7C\J
A/
SUKPLOWERo TIEALTH FOODS LTD.
7060 “W. SAANICH ROAD ARO-IOIF 
-'TBRENTWOOD BAY. B.C.
a Sturdy sh/rene box hold,s 
fifiy 5%" diskettes ‘
II Stc:ickable, with dividers
A new dimension 
in stereo sound!
»S1A."670 feotures ifvjXj. 












Know a hiud-workittg 
voUtntcef whu dctci vc), 
special creditrum ihem 
fit. :
: 1 he Review vvould like to 
join the coimrnmity iti 
tininking the m:»nv local 
residenis who volmttcci 
(heir fime ami eiicrgivr. to 
help others.
single out that exltiiinpedal 
worker vvho goes the extra 
disliiuce in niakirtg liii a Ihi 
Crtsici ot mote lot
otltcn* should contact itu! 
Rei'icw nflice before 5 p.m. 
.Apr, II1 M'ith .suggestioits.
Conipcacf s'isa.Jew price
• GlaritneHe-i 16 Is lurn-
table, /vM/FM tuner, cos- f
;»tl0 d.)3Ck and 2 sipookers i / / 269,95
, I' ■ '
Bridge \j
the commufiicxrtion gap
«2*sta1lon FM infrdtrcoiTt is Ideal for the busy home 
n Push the falk bar fo call your farTilly for dinner ■
« Plug siations into AC oullets lo install system
Mobile C8 for 
bool, car, RV W,95
2l-1fW '/i
/
t 'lir5 uf UvJi>r I *L>I if I
Budgel-priced, thin, 
reliable calculator
WE02781.S V.i" thick yet foaturef 
4-tey memory, auto-constant
65-5Br














« Antonno rmunis on any tint 
magnel-tioiding surface
?i'94a / ;19.95' ■
i 2352 BEACON AVE.
(ncrosttlrom Safeway) r # # i
SIDNEY ELECTRONICS LTD.
Mon,- Sat, ----------
S:0a * S: JO
Walkie loikles for grocfi advonture
• "'Hands-frTO” vw,tlk)0 talkies aro
iCoot for hiking, cornpina. fishing 
»Hrxid&ol with miko (orconviiinifmikoforconviiinionco. S4011 3-4 Vh












































WESTON’S WHITE OR WHOLE WHEAT
.570g
ISLAND FARMS, FLAVORED, PLAIN
OLD STYLE YOGURT ,
ROYAL - 2 PLY
Roll.
HUNT’S WHOLE SHEWED, CRUSHED








ORANGE JUICE ... 355 mL
, i 4. \ Ji « »*_ ^












1 CARNATION FROZEN ^ i
HASH 7Q0!
1 BROWNS,,,,J a,.;
ff/ . 'Wi ON SALE
NOW!
jw Genuine Imported 
'2fjm Stoneware
‘•^4 '® Table) Convanlanc®• DIkhwaahar end MIcrowovo V'"’) RnIe
jteie. S-PCC, PLACE SF.TTiNO
$499 Tap. sever
Four lovely pfittorns to choose from. Matching 
accMBorlet also available. See Store Display for 
Details
MONEY’S SLICED ^ I
MUSM- CQc
ROOMS .... DU \
McCAIN’S FROZEN 
i MIXED VEGETABLES BBAlx
1 PEAS & CARROTS or TOC
pcAe lx
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PIF^ =.„ 1S 1E-O.......................880g 8
HOLLYWOOD « aa 1
PEANUT 169
BUTTER...........oooj
1 tropic ISLE : Cfl^


















PICKLES , 000 mu 1




1 AU GRATING OR QQO
1 HASHBROWNS.......... ..ifflgVa
1 MASHED i 29
I POTATOES.,.... .,...,..,,...4540' 1
ALCAN ■ M jil
ALUMINUM 159
FOIL ..................18”x 25’ 1
PUNTER'S *199
COCKTAIL PEANUTS 3S00 1
DRY ROASTED "I 89
PEANUTS 3 New Var........375o I ]
YAR!ElY ITEMS AVASLABLE 
ilSVWEEK AT THRIFTY FGOC
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* COMPLETE PATIENT PROFILE
* DRUG INTERACTION CHECK
* PATIENT INFORMATION DATA
Body building gives confidence
By SUZANNE JNSKIP 
Review Staff Writer
Brenlwood mom Wanda 
Mayes is a body builder,
Among ibe course of a hectic 
day raising two young sons, 
working as a stenographer and 
managing her household, 
Mayes maintains a fitness
routine that makes her a win­
ner,
She entered her first body­
building competition April 5. 
and won a trophy for most im­
proved physique. Mayes is 20 
pounds lighter and nearly 20 in­
ches slimmer since she began 
weight training three years ago.
busy home life means 
sometimes squee/ting in her 
routines. Mayes’ morning jog 
might be postponed to the even­
ing. “Sometimes then, you 
might not want to do it. but you 
do just because you have to. 
Thai's where the self discipline 
comes in,"
“I started weight training 
because I’ve always had a 
weight problem. Now, my aim 
is to compete in the Golden 
Classic at McPherson Theatre 
in Victoria’’.
A much needed break is taken 
once a week. Training and her 
special complex-carbohydrate 
diet are set aside, “One day a 
week ! treat myself to anything. 
Then you don’t end up feeling 
deprived.’’
When a fitter figure was her 
goal three years ago, husband 
Don suggested weight training. 
Serious training as a com­
petitive body builder began last 
year.
“Once people find out what 
is demanded in competitive 
body building they drop out,’’ 
explained Cindy McKenzie, 
Mayes mentor at the Keating 
fitness centre where she began 
her training. “Body-building is 
an extreme sport. It’s so deman­
ding you pretty well have to 
empty your life of other 
resposibilities.”
Mayes said Eat To Win is her 
diet bible. She has six small 
meals every day high in complex 
carbohydrates: baked potatoes, 
pasta and brown rice. “Cut out 
the fat in your diet and you cut 
fat in your body loo,” she 
noted.
Vitamin supplements are a 
matter of course.
Mayes can see a definite 
change in herself since weight 
training and body building 
began.
Six days each week Mayes is 
active with aerobics and jogg­
ing. Five of those days she puts 
in a weight routine at a Victoria 
gym. Three weight training ses­
sions week are an intense 1'/S 
hours. “That’s plenty long 
enough or your energy level 
drops,” Mayes said.
Although Don helps out, her
“A dramatic change! I’ve 
gone from a shy housewife to 
someone with control and con­
fidence in everything I do. 
Meeting people is easier — I’m 
more outgoing. For instance I 
was even teaching aerobics,” 
she beamed.
“For me it’s a dream come 
true. . . to be (competing) on 
the stage.”
'y rf:. ■
> ... 1 V .. . ’
y ’’i * y 4 ^ ^ ^ ^
LEAN MACHINE Wanda Mayes looks trim and fit after two 
years of working out with weights.
PULLEY PULLING with attached weights builds ntuscle and 
firmness with repititious pumping and pulling.
ROWING on a universal-type weight lifting machine Is a 
targe part of Mayes’ success with body building.
five mandatory poses.
Pre-judging gives marks for quality of muscle development 
displayed in the five positions.
Competitors then move on to a routine set to music. They 
are marked for muscle, charisma and genera! presentation of 
the muscle groups.
For her April 5 competition Mayes chose the song Urgent 
by Foreigner. “You use the music that works for you,” she 
said.
Besides working to pump up muscles for competition, 
grooming plays an extremely important role. Competitors 
have a complete body shave and many apply a light oil to ac­
centuate muscle definition.
Applying oil to unshaven skin shows up fuzzy under the 
lights and detracts from mu.scle definition.
Mayes also spends some lime under a tanning lamp. For 
her spring event, she added a little tan coloring to her skin. 
Oil is not allowed in pre-judging, but Mayes uses a light 
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The bird in our photo today is particularly interesting in 
that HE SHOULDN’T BE HERE! But how docs one say 
“shouldn’t be here” to a member of the waterfowl family, 
considering their enviable powers of flight and the long 
migrations of such species as Ross’s goose and the blue­
winged teal?
Our bird, photographed a few days ago in Victoria’s Hill 
Park was hobnobbing with large flocks of other ducks, many 
of which were American widgeons or baldpates. But this bird 
is not — definitely not — an American widgeon and totally 
unaware of the ideas of pressing sanctions against Libya. It’s 
an European widgeon with characteristic reddish head and 
buffy crown: the American species has a paler grey and green 
head with white crown. So that’s settled.
European widgeons breed in Iceland and across northern 
Europe and northern Asia. They winter south to northern 
Africa, Asia Minor, Indo-China, F'ormosa and Japan. A few 
stragglers reach North America. A very few' European 
widgeons have been reported from Quebec, Ontario, the 
Altantic provinces and Manitoba to the east while Alberta 
and British Columbia have recorded them in the West. It 
seems likely that the eastern birds originated in Iceland 
although the supporting evidence is perhaps a bit scant; single 
individuals banded in Iceland have been collected in New­
foundland, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island (God­
frey). The Iceland population probably originated in Europe.
It may well be, on the other hand, that the bird in our 
photo came in from north-reasicrn .Asia via the Bering Sea. A 
few of these birds are seen in our area during most winters.
Regarding the movement of birds across e.xtensivc natural 
barriers, it is interesting to note that no few'er than 48 species 
of North American land birds have been recorded in western 
Europe, usually during the spring or fall migration and often 
during or at the end of periods of strong westerly winds. 
However, less than a dozen European land birds have been 
known to cross the Atlantic to North America. It is much 
easier to fly from west to east with a strong tail w'ind behind 
than to fly in the opposite direction, in the teeth of the 
prevailing winds. Nevertheless, European widgeons must 
have brooked this hazard w'hen dispersing their population 
fromn Europe to Iceland, as do the stragglers from Iceland to 
eastern Canada.
There is no doubt that strong winds and hurricanes carry 
birds to distant places. Severe storms have driven fieldfares 
from Norway to Greenland, lapwings from Britain to 
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Vermont; examples are legion. Readers will recall that last 
year three cattle egrets appeared in our midst, two in the 
vicinity of Sidney.
Cattle egrets are not native to the western hemisphere. 
However, one of them, originally banded as a nestling in 
Spain, turned up in Trinidad a year later. This was some time 
ago. They reached Florida in 1942 and have been very suc­
cessful there. They arrived in Massachusetts in 1952; Wiscon­
sin in 1960, and central Canada in 1961. Now they are busy 
expanding their range in South Africa and New South Wales!
Where next? Nijninovgorod? Sacha Harbour?
Hospital workers
take strike vote
The 215 members of the 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
Employees Union will take a 
strike vote before the end of the 
month.
As members of the 26,000- 
strong provincial Hospital 
Employees’ Union (HEU), the 
hospital workers are opposing a 
proposed 20 per cent rollback in 
wages and benefits.
The HEU collective agree­
ment, which covers 23,000 
workers at 144 health care 
facilities, expired March 31.
Union representative Lecia 
Stewart said the Health Labour 
Relations Association, which 
bargains for the hospitals on 
behalf of the province, “has 
demanded rollbacks in medical 
coverage, sick leave, disability 
benefits, seniority rights and 
group life insurance.
“It could mean about $320 
less per member a month,’’ she 
added.
day (Tuesday), and Nanaim.o 
Regional General Hospital 
voted Monday.
IMPAIREDS ON RISE 
Sidney RCMP gave out the 
highest number of 24 hour 
suspensions since the new year 
during the week of Mar. 24 to 
31. Another five people were 
charged with impaired driving 
last week. '




HEU members include 
everyone except registered 
nurses, doctors and some para­
medical employees.
Stewart said bargaining is still 
going on with the provincial 
government mediator, and she 
believes it i.s too early to 
estimate if there will be a strike.
“If there is a disruption of 
services, there is always the 
guarantee of e.ssential .services at 
all facilities,’’ she .said.
Each of the 144 locals must




PREMIUM LOT, Potential ocean 
views. One acre on Nootka Dr. in Deep 
Cove. Value at $44,500.
.. .NEARMARINA!
One bedroom CONDO. With glassed in 
balcony is 900 sq, ft. Attractive 
building & gardens. Quiet. Quality. 
2050 WHITE BIRCH RD 
.$44,900,00
Bus; 388-6454
hold separate strike vote.s, Vic-
Woodearver Timothy Hume 
might have his handiwork in­
spected by Prince Charles and 
Princess Diana when he attends 
the upcoming B.C. Fcsti\’al of 
Art.s in Prince Geoige.
The Central .Saanicit carver 
was picked to join an etttouvage 
of 17 Vancouver Island artists 
whose 20 works at a regional 
show were chosen out of a field 
of 2(M) exhibits.
Hume’s hand ciirved life-siyc 
pjiir of White Wing Scoter 
ducks was chosen for the sIhmv. 
He h.ad more recent success with 
carved watcrfosvl at a decoy car­
ving competition in Edinoriion.
Twenty-lliree carvers, iriosily 
Albertans, attended the com- 
petiion wlierc Hume look se­
cond and third place ribbons. 
He explained the wooden hiids 
were Jndged by wildlife 
biologislfe according to basic 
eonfoniunirm aciiicvcii.
Pronouncing hintself a tradi­
tionalist in his trade. Hnnie .said 
many of hi'i avbrk.s arc carved 
out of cedar. “It's part ot the
country I think.’’ More exotic 
woods are becoming popular 
with many artists, he added.
“I've been concentrating on 
waterfowl for the last two and a 
half yeans. Carving is really 
pretty .simple. Anybody could 
do it . .In.st pick up some wood 
and go at it.”
toria’s Royal Jubilee Hospital 
held the first local vote ve.ster-
The real skill i'v in organiza­
tion aird detailing the subject, 
he said, often a long slow pro­
cess, .'V work begins w-iih a pic­
ture of the subject hird. Hume 
ensures accurate feather pat­
terns and colors in the 15 bird 
species lu- specializes in carving.
The waterfowl are painted 
W'ith oil or acrylic paints, depen­
ding on lime allowed for work 
compleiion. “.Acrylics dry 
faster if I’m presscti for time, 
hni!oils give better color,”
Small loons and rnallard 
decoys lake aPout a day each to 
prodiu’e. It can take a few rnoiii- 
ths tb produce a large prnieet 
iiucfi as !Ire Scoters Hume will 
Hke to die lesoval.
CV. y
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Today “much ado about nothing very mucli” (apologies to 
Mr. Shakespeare).
It has been so wet there isn’t much anyone can do outside 
except dig ditches to try to drain off some of the water before 
everything drowns, and that’s not mucli fun.
One thing about tliis prolonged wet. cool, spring weather is 
that blossoms last longer and aren’t they beautiful beyond 
words this year?
But, oh my, it is really “slug weather’’ and 1 am going 
quietly mad trying to keep head of them. If you arc trying to 
control slugs with bait, you really should cover it with 
something to keep tlie rain off, as, in spite of the package 
claims, it seems to lose its effectiveness. The thing that makes 
me maddest is that these slimy brutes prefer flowers rather 
than leaves. 1 have several Dutch iris that are completely 
headless, and lots of daffodils with eith.er a jagged fringe of 
chewed petals or none at all. So far the early tulips don’t seem 
to be as interesting, so they at least arc being spared.
We have one Crown Imperial (frittilaria impcri.alis, if you 
please!) that is a special favorite of “himself.’’ Last year, 
even before it had flowered, a combination of slugs and snails 
ale every leaf on the poor thing, leaving three bare stalks. 
This year, recalling that disaster, 1 decided to have a look at 
the plant. To my itorror every leaf was housing a tiny snail, 
just where the leaf joins the stalk. They looked for all the 
world like the tiny “bulbils’’ that lilies develop in those .same 
places. 1 picked 12 snails about half the size of your little 
fingernail, and dropped them on the lawn and then did an In­
dian war dance on top, much to the bewilderment of the 
neighbors.
We have had some strange behavior among the amaryllis 
this year . . . not one of them would co-operate in November, 
so we had none of those glorious flowers over Christmas. 
.Severl people called saying they were having the same pro­
blem. Right novv we have two of them in flower, and two 
more almost ready to bloom. The problem seemed to be that 
the bulbs never got warm enough to encourage blossoming, 
because as soon as 1 put the pots over the heating cable in the 
• greenhouse, presto! the buds popped into view. Lovely as 
they are, at this time of year they have a lot of competition 
from the spring flowering bulbs, so next November must
Erosion threatens
Todd Creek salmonid face 
danger if measures to protect 
the creek’s ravine area are not 
undertaken.
Development could destroy 
vegetation in the ravine, causing 
erosion and silling in of the 
creek w'hich vvould kill off 
young fish, says Lome Ebell, 
Todd Creek Wat ersh ed 
Enhancement Society secretary.
The society sent a letter to 
Central Saanich Council pro­
posing procurement of six hec­
tares of ravine area property for 
a regional park.
Small creeks on the peninsula 
produce a disproportionate 
number of smolis for their size, 
explains Ebell. Todd Creek has 
produced 6,800 Coho salmon 
smolts and 4,500 Cutthroat 
smolts per kilometre.
The society has been active 
developing salmonid enhance­
ment in the creek.
“Capture of our first return­
ing spawners and incubation of 
their eggs last season en­
courages our belief Todd Creek 
could become the Saanich 
Peninsula equivalent of the 
Coldstream River salmon run,” 
the proposal states.
Society president Ron DePpl 
said there will soon be an on-.site 
meeting with Central Saanich 
council.
Trade-offs could be made to 
acquire the land, Depol noted. 
“Perhaps legislate a change in 
zoning to prevent building 
within a certain number of feet 
of the stream.”
The area is worth protecting 
for its educational and aesthetic 
aspects as well, he said. A draw­
ing card to the area is Butchart 
Gardens. Another, he suggests, 
could be the salmon spawning 
grounds.
Reay Ck. begins
A Victoria landscape ai- 
chitcct has been given the .go 
ahead to plan the second phase 
of Reay Creek park,
Sidney council agreed to 
spend $1,675 for lolm Gauld 
and As.sociatcs to prepare the 
design for stage two wliich will 
extend the park cast across the 
creek to the North .Saanich side.
Once the itlan is complete, il 
will he submitted to the Ihovin- 
cial Capital Commission on a 
request to fund (he c.viensiou, 
architect .lolm GauUl ssiid 
The PCC ftinded the phase 
one Sidney sidewhich was couv 
pleted last year. Tootpiiihs now 
run along the creek to tlie North 
Siiariich border.
Part of the platining design
will be to define how stage two 
•sliould proceed, Gauld said.
A decision from the PCC for 
pha.se two could probably be ex­
pected in .about two rnontlu;.
FOR BEAUTIFUL HANDSI^
Cm occ^ftioi’ic. 01
fl.ty Iiy llCrvii'" Oil'i
Of (I»ti<0d “Of Ifoyic wiio
tips, HOii pfH tiridncricil'
tpp
CfliiV to opt'iy. laiil' 
iitij .'oquiiirxi only rminviif 
t.iiij pc.rifi tiv ti PCnw.' 





remember to get them going over hem.
l.ovcly to have the rluibarb coming along so nicely. If you 
want to force longer stems, put a tall pail or pot over the top, 
and w'iiliin days it w'ill be ready to pick. To me rhubarb tastes 
like spring. The clover that I seaiiered over the soil in 
“himself’s” orehard is sprouting most satisfaetorily, largely 
courtesy of all this rain, I did go out tuid sprinkle it with the 
hose several times . . . we did have some dry weather 
sometime during the past two weeks didn’t wx*? Anyway, we 
are delighted with its behavior, as I didn’t even rake the seed 
into the soil, just scailered it right on top of the ground. The 
finehes and sparrows were thrilled, but there was enough seed 
for all of us, so wc let them take what they wanted, and now 
the ground has a niisty green cover foretelling the lawai to 
come.
For those of you who might like something different for 
hanging baskets this summer, ones that will be hanging in a 
sunny locatioit, do try some “thunbergia.” It is sometimes 
called “Black-eyed Susan vine” and has bright yellow flowers 
with black centres all over its long tendrils which will climb up 
the wires of your baskets, a.s well as hang down over the edges 
of the pots. Seed put in now should produce plants that will 
blossom all summer long, but do start tlie seed indoors, 
transplanting tlie seedlings ituo your baskets as soon as they 
have their first true leaves. The first so-called “leaves” aren’t 
leaves at all. so don't count them, wait for the next two, 
please!
Two hini.s for those of you who grow tulips: The first from 
Anna Mulholiand. who on a recem trip to Holland was 
reminded that if you will pinch the stem of each tulip between 
your thumb and forefinger, just 'oclow the flower thtti it will 
then stand upright iti a vase. (Vou know how they tend to 
bend over). The other method for getting them lo stand 








QUADRA AND TiLLUCUM 
MON.-SAT. &A.M.-9P.M. SUN. M 
SAANICHTON
SUN.9-7. SAT. & MON. S*;. TUES.-FRl. 8-9 
SIDNEY
SAT.-TUES. 9-fc. WED,*FRI. »-3
WHILE STOCKS LAST 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT OUANTITIE?





























MORE PULP 12 oz. W W
OUR REGULAR ■* CT
1 COMPETITIVE PRICE 1.0/
NEWBORN 60's fUQ
EXTRA ABSOR. (8’s # SU
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COMPETITIVE PRICE 4.151






























FRESH GOVERNMENT INSPECTED 












PORK LOIN RIB END





Fresh Ground Hourly LEAN
GROUND BEEF
FAMILY PACK ,
















HAM 6,59 kg Ib.
ASSORTED 9(| /o 
VARIETY faW OFF







j-V , 55'kg lb. 
FRESH U.S. NO. 1 STANDARD SIZE *
3.29 kg Ib.








U.S. GROWN EXTRA FANCY GOLDEN
80'kglb.























1.39DEEP BROWNED ORRED KIDNEY 2«or.
T-BONES™. DOGS
3.59BYKENL RAllOh 2 kg ■
CHEESE
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A UOItNSON WAX. NO PURCHASE NECtSSARY 
' " - ENTRY EIARMS IN STORES
IF YOU DON’T WIN THIS DIAMOND RING, YOU 
CAN ENTER JOHNSON WAX’S ANNIVERSARY 
SWEEPSTAKE. YOU COULD WIN ONE OF 100 
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15(i ml. 3.58 JOHNSONEloonWAXTMmL 3.69




























20« TOWARD THE PURCHASE 












rOWARD THE PUnCHASI 
OF PRtCO SAUCE IT 
OAKCREST FOODS
OUR SPECIALS ARE EFFECTIVE 
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Make three simple mini greenhouses
This time of year, lots of peo­
ple are chomping at the bit lo 
get started in the vegetable 
garden. Fortunately, you don’t 
have to wait for the last frost 
date to begin growing your 
plants. You can plant seeds 
directly in the ground using lit­
tle portable greenhouses for 
“cold spell’’ protection, or get a 
head start with a simple indoor 
or outdoor cold frame . . . 
transplanting your seedlings to 
the growing plot after the soil
gets warm. Whatever your 
situation, here are three get- 
ahead ideas that’ll help ease the 
springtime planting itch.
One of the easiest, least ex­
pensive ways to stretch your 
garden’s growing season is by 
constructing a cold frame from 
recycled materials. Such a 
hothouse doesn’t have to be a 
fancy structure, but it should be 
tightly assembled to reduce heat 
loss, have a glass top that slants 
lo the south, and be sheltered
(against the wall of a house or 
outbuilding) on its north side.
You don’t need to worry 
about following a prescribed 
“right” size when you design 
your homemade mini- 
greenhouse. Just look around 
the nearest dump or salvage 
yard until you find some glassed 
window sashes that measure ap­
proximately 3x6 feet. Decide 
how many of the windows you 
want to use (keep in mind, 
though, that a cold frame larger
than about 6 feet deep and 12 
feet long can make for some dif­
ficult reaches), and construct a 
“box” on which to mount 
them.
A simple rectangle of rough 
planks (l-'/2 or 2 inches thick) 
will do this job just fine. Make 
the frame 24 inches tall at the 
back and about 16 inches high 
across the front so the glass roof 
will be slanted. Set the com­
pleted structure about 4 inches 
into the ground, drive slakes
solidly into the earth inside at 
all four corners, and then spike 
the planks to these mini-posts 
for greater strength.
It’s a good idea to spread a 
couple of inches of gravel inside 
the cold frame to insure good 
drainage. And you will, of 
course, want to hinge your old 
windows on top so they can be 
swung up and securely propped 
open whenever you want to 
reach inside the unit or — on 
hotter days — venlialte the in-
We Sell the Best... and service the restll 
HEsnisi
LAvyM-Bpy





I Electric Rotary Mower...............|
'BR'GGsssTOATTONj | Gas Rotary Mower...................  |
' All Other Small Engine 
I Repair...................................@ ^36°°/hr. ^
Parts & Fuels Extra
TIME TO RENT YOUR LAWN & GARDEN TOOLS
G.T. TRUCKING 4 EXCAVATING
(LANDSCAPE SUPPLIES DIVISION)
We are pleased to offer the following landscape materials for your inspec­
tion at our new location at 2070 KFATING X ROAD. We will be open 
Monday thru Saturday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. for your convenience:
WE HAVE:











• No. 1 Soil (screened)
• Medium Bark Mulch
• Fine Bark Mulch (screened)
• Cedar Chips





• 3/4” Crushed Rock
• 3/8”-1” Drain Rock
• Navvy Jack (concrete gravel)
• Concrete Retaining Blocks
PICKUPS,





20 70 KEATING X ROAD 
R R #3 VICTORIA, B.C. V8X 3X1 




10-4 PM COUNTRY offers a no
MON.-SAT. 8:00-5:00 hassel 60 day warranty on all






Rentals ' Sales • Repairs 










• Annual & Perennial Flowers
• Square Foot Gardening
• Bulbs
® Greenhouses
• Homelite gives you a choice ,
, o( 6 diflerent models
to, choose from ,
• Gasoline Models are available 
with engines from 26cc lo 31cc
• Cutting swath (lom 17" to 20"
• 40 to 60 minutes cutting time












lerior of the box.
Your new crop house should 
warm up enough inside to allow 
you to start flats of plants four 
to six weeks earlier than normal 
in the spring. It can also be used 
to furnish you with fresh salad 
greens far into the fall and 
winter . . . and serve as a storge 
area for root crops during ex­
ceptionally cold weather.
If you decide to plant directly 
in the garden this spring, you 
may find that portable 
greenhouses can help your little 
sprouts along. Large jars, such 
as peanut butter containers and 
translucent plastic jugs can be 
recycled to make just perfect 
baby protectors.
The peanut butter jars, of 
course, are the easiest to use: 
Just take off their lids, wash the 
containers, and turn them up­
side down over whatever 
vegetables need protection. Be 
careful, though, that your 
growing plants don’t get too 
warm on sunny days and scorch 
. . . you might need to remove 
the jars during the day and 
replace them at night.
Translucent plastic milk jugs 
work even better as garden 
plant protectors since you can 
regulate their internal temper- 
tures by simply removing and 
replacing their lids. Merely cut 
the bottoms right out of these 
containers and set the jugs 
upright over your early 
transplants and seeds.
You can make a simple in­
door cold frame, too. Just line a 
cardboard box with plastic, 
bend two large half-loops from 
coat hanger wires, and set up 
one of these arched supports in 
each end of your box. After 
placing your soil and seeds in 
the container, put the whole ar­
rangement into a large, clear 
plastic garbage bag and tie its 
end shut with a twister. Presto! 
You’ve just made an instant 
closed plant starter that keeps 
the seedlings very moist and 
relatively warm when placed in 
front of a window . . .yet it can 
be opened easily when you want 
to inspect, water, or aerate the 
plants.
And remember: Even if you 
live in an apartment or condo, 
you don’t have to give up on 
gardening! you can grow' many 
kinds of vegetables in con­
tainers on a sunlit patio or 
balcony. Even a sunny window 
can house a tomato plant or 
tw'o. And, keep your eyes peeled 
for a little plot of unused land 
nearby that you can use for a 
mini-garden. In the meantime, 
go ahead and start some seedl­
ings in our indoor cold frame. 
After all, there’s nothing like 













OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
6777 Kirkpatrick Crescent 
(Keating Industrial Park)
552-3908
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PEATMOSS
4 cu. ft. 
Reg. $9.95
SALE
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MONARCH 10 X 13
CEMENT MIXER
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5930 OLD EAST ROAD. 







’ ,T ““ r' " '■.
VISIT OUR NEWLY EXPANDED GARDEN CENTRE 
FOR ALL YOUR LAWN & GARDEN NEEDS
■I T':;"!'
■«>*»umnii»Aim»»iH III
204G KEATING X RD.
652-1121








FRUIT TREES 20% OFF
(Apr. 9-13)
•FUCHSIAS* GERANIUMS* BULBS 
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Airplane buffs sought
Airplane or stamp buffs with 
memorabilia from the early 
days of air mail transportation 
in Canada unite.
In recognition of E.xpo 86’s 
transportation theme, the 
Saanichton Post Office (7835 
East Saanich Road) will exhibit 
a special display of air mail 
stamps, Canadian and New­
foundland air mail material and 
model airplanes from May 
through October.
Because few model airplanes 
are available, anyone with
model planes or photographs of 
early air mail transport is asked 
to contact Postmaster Bill 
Bartlett at 652-2722.
“Any other material which 
might be related to such a






A PULL IN the right direction 
to raise money for Muscular 
Dystrophy was seen at 
North Saanich Volunteer 




‘VILLAGE CANDY now sells 
Freshly Baked Chocolate and 
Vanilla Cakes,
Hand Decorated by Helen. 
They make any occasion a 
special one.
DON'T FORGET — They have 
Ice Cream Occasion Cakes 
too!
FIRING UP conversation 
with kids was Volunteer Fire 
Dept, mascot Sparky the 
dog. A tractor pull was spon­
sored by local firemen in aid 
of Muscular Dystrophy.
THE SWEETEST CANDY SHOP ON THE PENINSULA
VILLAGE CANDY
7102 West Saanich Rd. 652-1833
So right for any occasion, 
now at
Take advantage of our 





Opposite the Post Office 
656-7141
N. Soarilch briefs
North Saanich council 
members narrowly voted 
themselves pay increases Mon­
day night.
The mayor’s annual indemni­
ty is now $7,900, a $1,960 in­
crease from the previous 
$5,940..:;;■ -.■v,''
Aldermen will receive $3,S00 
per year, up from $2,640. 
i, Aids. Eugene Bailin, -Chris 
Lott and Gil Soellner oppcxsed 
the increases.
Bailin said he would have 
agreed to a smaller increase.
* * * !
A proposed restaurant at the 
site of the Lochside Drive Bazan 
Bay Motel will be allowed to 
connect to the existing Bazan 
Bay sewage treatment plant.
The restaurant owners will be 
responsible for construction 
and maintenance of the sewage 
hook-up; must financially con­
tribute towards maintenance 
and future upgrading of the ex­
isting plant; and contribute an 
equitable share towards a com­
munity sanitary sewer collection 
system when the municipal 
system is installed.
North Saanich has the capaci­
ty to treat 18,000 gallons of 
sewage per day at the plant. The 
Panorama Leisure Centre is 
allowed 4,000 gallons, and the 
proposed restaurant would re­
quire 2,000 to 3,000 gallon.s per 
day.
North Siianich council will in- 
V e s t i g a t c l he c os is o f 
preliminary esiinuiios for 
preparing .sewage plttn.s for tlie 
Baztin liav, Deep Co\'c and 
Cole Bay Indian Reserve,
The final phases of a two- 
year Capital Regional District 
sewage study are underway in 
the Deep Cove area.
$10.00 OFF A
2 WEEK PROGRAM
I $20.00 OFF A 
j 4 WEEK PROGRAM
i $40.00 OFF A
I OFFER EXPIRES APR. 15/B6
Mon. ■ Frl. Sat.
16:30 am-1pm 8 arn -11 amll 
for appointment 
656-9505
uliur 1 (>m phonm (i56-<(iSI!
9843-2ndSt, Marin.'i Court !
Colwood <VB.3I111 MoKanJln ni.SSSS






* CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
CHICKEN CHOP SUEY 




> BEEF CHOP SUEY 
‘ SHRIMP FRIED RICE 
‘EGGFOOYONQ
• CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
• SWEET a SOUR 
BONELESS PORK 
SERVES 4-5 PERSONS








For Your Convenience Open Daily
FOODS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST




DAILY 8:30 • 6:00 
, THURS.. FRL 8:30-9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00-6:00
WE PRODUCE MORE FOR YOUR 
DOLLARS GUARANTEED FRESH 
FRUITS & VEGS.
FRESH U.S.
CANADA CHOICE GR. W BEEF & QUALITY MEAT- FRESH POULTRY
I
..kg 1.08 iw lb.
FRESH SIZE 16’s










































I’’ ''jM "'iikvi'I '■''‘ilk '.W'l'i* t .“i® ',1 If I ^
CANADA m PORK LOIN SALE
♦CENTRE CUT W ^f89
PORK LOIN CHOPS ...7.kg4.17 i lb.
♦END CUT i59
PORK LOIN CHOPS .. ...kg3.51 I ib.
•BONELESS <599
PORK CHOPS ..............kg6.59 & lb.
•FRESH PORK 599
TENDERLOIN ............ ......kg8.80 W Ib.
•COUNTRY STYLE •409
PORK SPARERIBS ........kg3.73 i Ib.
•CENTRE CUT 489
I PORK LOIN ROAST ...... kg4.17 I Ib.
PREV. FROZEN IMITATION 5
CRAB MEAT............kg8.36 U
PREV. FROZEN ^
SHRIMP MEAT ...kg 12.55 0
GRIMM'S OLD FASHIONED 4
BONELESS SMOKED HAM ..... kg 4,39 I
MAPLE LEAF VAC-PAK 4 5ft
REG. WIENERS „,450g l«dS
HUNT’S


















UPTON’S BON APPETIT 
SOUP MIXES ASSTED. PACK









Spma CLEANINO TIME IS HERE! 
SOMEBODY HAS TO DO THE JOB
•COMET CLEANSER ..:,u,8oi.., 87' 
•jotliouidDISH detergent ,u1.99 
•SPIC & SPAN LIQUID , ,jii,i2.39 
•CASCADE MWOERmoiSH. ....... ).Skg5.49
•MR. CLEAN LIQUID ,..il2.19
MOM $mmS ON FROZEN FOODS







•TATER GEM POTATOES ,7500
DIANE’S
tortilla:





LONG GRAIN RICE ..Boog
BLACK DIAMOND OLD & MED.
CHEDDAR CHEESE .340g
MARROBONE





FIRE LOGS . ......... 3.29
'•Tii:l;oii
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COURTESY CAR BY APPOINTMENT
474-1211






















































Cards of Thanks 
Catering Services 
Church Services 
























Moving & Storage 
Music 
Obituaries 
Paint & Painting 
Personals 
Pets & Livestock 
numbing & Heating 
Real Estate for Rent 
Real Estate for Sale 
Real Estate Wanted 
Recreation Vehicles
72 Refrigeration & Air Conditioning 
75 Secretarial Services 
K) Signs :
85 Small Engine Service 
.126:''Toys 
88 Tree Services 
90 T.V. and Stereo 
: 95 Watch Repairs . 
jeS ; Weddings ^
■*137 3 Wood'Heating 





Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
656-1151.
' NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and sole 
copyright In any advertise­
ment produced by Island 
Publishers Ltd. Is vested in 
and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd,, provided, 
however, that copyright in 
that part and that part only of 
any such advertisement con­
sisting of Illustrations, 
borders, signatures or similar 
components which Is or are, 
supplied In finished form to 
Island Publishers Ltd. 
operating as the Review by 
the advertiser and In­
corporated In said advertise- 
'ment shall remain In and 
belong to the advertiser.
WARNING
No material covered under 
the copyright outlined abrjve 
may bo used without the writ­






Classifid Rato:list Insertion 
15c a word, minimum charge 
$2,00, 2nd and subsequent 
Insertion --- lOc a word per In- 
ssrtlon, tTilnIrMurn chsryu 
$1.3,5. Charge orders by 
phone — add $1,50 per ad. 
Box number -■ $2,00 per ad,
SAvi;: riMiu AfMi.) monc v .. r-'tioiH* ki yr.ii.it 

















PART TIME EXPERIENCED 
WAITER/WAITRESS
Apply in Person
SEA BREEZE CAFE 
9776-4th St.
Sidney, B.C.
TUTORING, all academic subjects and 
remedial, certified teachers, 
reasonable rates. 652-0749. tf
9:30a.m.





A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent sales representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Call 388-6278 anytime. If no 











7820 Central Saanich Rd. 
652-2723
9:45 am.............. . Sunday School
11:00 am................ .........Worship
E. Kratolll - Pastor 
477-8527 652-2723
WELCOME
LICENCED FINANCIAL PLANNING, ex­
tensive training provided. Candidates 
should be career oriented, possess 
confidence and have the desire to suc­
ceed. Commission sales. 656-7447. 16
FULL TIME EVENING POSITION. Some 
evenings ond weekends, in home, 
some personal care, light cooking and 
cleaning, immediately. Resume 
please. Reply Box 420 The Review, 
978i - 2nd St., Sidney 3.C., V8L 3S5, 15
RELIABLE BABYSITTER required for part 
time hours. References. 656-8915. 15
DO YOU HAVE ANY EXPERIENCE as a 
short order cook, or a dining room 
cook? 656-0851. 15
STRONG RELIABLE AAAN for 





NEED SITTER for woman in 80's. 2 hrs. 




7726 W. Saanich Road
8:30 a.m. Assumption




5:00 pm...........;.. Saturday Mass
10:30 am .......... Sunday Mass
Phone 652-1909
PART TIME HELP wanted male or 
female able lo drive. Must be 
available weekends. Apply in person 
Bayshorr Restaurant. 652-3622. 15
EVERYTHING
OVERGROWN?




EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gardening. Reasonobio rates. 




,8:15 am ..... . . . Holy Communion
10:00 am ...... Morning Prayer
Youth Club, S School & Nursery
Rev. Robert Sansom 
656-9840 652-1611
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? For 
a quality job call Blaine at 656-1475, 
Most houses S16.00. Outside or inside 
windows. tf
truck”YOUNG MAN WITH TRUCK will do 
gardening, clean-up, roofing , and 
general home maintenance. Also leaf 
raking. Wood splitting. 652-5020. tf
morriTti^catTand's^pIng’^d
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 





CLEANUPS, HAULING, bsmts, attics, 
yards, ceilings, walls, windows, in­
doors/out, oavetroughs, pointing or 
any job you don't find time to do. 652- 
0722. Reosonable rotes. 17
DRYWALL HAND TAPING tor hire, no 
job too small, Sydney Boyd's Handtap- 
ing, 656-4559. IB
Moose Hall 
7925 E. Saanich Rd.
(opposite Fairgrounds)
9:30 am....,,,... Sunday School 
11:15am........Memorial Meeting
Phono 652-3606








,, .i:.,, Family Worship 
and Sunday School
TUESDAY
7:30 pm ,,., . Home Study Groups
FurthorInformation 









7:30 p.rn, ,. flirn "The Crucifixion’'
MAUNDY THURSDAY
6:30p,m.,,
EXPERIENCED LANDSCAPER and stone 
masonry man, creative rock work,
walls, rock gardens, patios with stone 
or brick pavers, lawns, seed or sod, 
shrubs, reasonable reliable Call
Russell ot 6S6-8748. 15
OUALffY 'CARPEN'rRy,'' v/h yrs,
from Victoria to Sidnoy In tinishinq, 
ronovollno, additions, •juntlocks, 
drywail, painting, olc. Froo ostimatov, 
roosonabto rates. Don 656-1076. 15
HOUSE...SITTER ovallabhY for nr.xl
winter. Chrisiiori widow, < horiictor 
roferontos suppliod. For inoro Info coll 
652-97461111 April 25lh, . 17
FO'R ~ GARDE hTh G ' 1 o"w n 
maintononce, houlnwnyi, window- 
clean ing, gutlerii, polnllnq. 
Reasonobio ond rrsliohlo, John 656- 
6693 or 658-1907. 1.5
GARDEFt ROTaTllliNG sniall ploH. 
Grass culiintTand yonf rlenn up AKa 
small firtulliv.) ond rnavlttg jribr. 
Anytlmp, 652-3003, IB
MAN WITH rMCK-LlP choiiiHov^ 
for work, All things considered, Fvotv 
I nqs 656-1046, 16
EXPERIENCED, RELIABLE Indy will do 
housework, Phono ovoriings 65'7-fl6fl7
" r
is YoiiR HOUSE READY FOR EXPO 
visilofs? will help with Hptinq rlpan- 
Ingi. Phone 652-1971. , ; 17
CLiANmT’'”GAROiNiNG,"''' GUTTERS 
floonod. odd jobs, lu'iiilinQ, lieu sui 
vice, Work guoranteed 656-8730. 22
, Supper, Eucharist 
(Si Footwiishing
GOOD FRIDAY
11 ;00 a.rn, Tenebrac. F‘ollcvved 





0:30 a,n'l, . ... Holy Communion 
10:00 a.m.,.: Family Eucharist







at CaaiiLT Prop, (1002) 













Repairs To AI! Makes 
& Models Of 
Fridges & Freezers 
PHONE
656-3226




Sewer, Storm Drains, 
Water Lines
SEPTIC FIELDS










• Backhoe • Sewer Storm Drains 






Interior & Exterior Work 
done to your satisfaction 
WB TAKE PKIOE IN OUR WORK 
Call Us for Your 
Kitchen Remodelling 









Excavating & Tractor 
Service Ltd.














specializing in waterproofing 















• We load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm 


















‘‘Ounllty work Biilll lo Laiil'' 
OONTItACr OR TIME & MATERIAL 
COMM 652-5808 AMYTIMF
SFLECTIVF LOGGING SERVICES LTD. 
tiro In tho procos!, of harvofiting 
iiujturound dlaoai.od llmlior in llio Vic- . 
larlo, Srinnirlt qron. I’rruiont rnorkol 
I'.ondiilon mnkos iitin Iho (Imo lo 
morkul your ilrntior, Ynr,. ,r/u roplnnt 
witli quality smu'.IHngs. For froo.. 
oMlfi'n'ito pyliomt 754 6606 (.74 lies.) tf 
DAVES ROOFING ' shttSrnrt nnri 
niilngliJk. OuroUi »h(nrjlr»H, Now liv 








ANALYSIS & ESTIMATE 
CALL: 
656-5606
OESLCV CONTRACTING I 













0fl13Thlrd SI., sidnoy 
656-2945




• MANURE — Horae a/or Cow
• HOG FUEL





I WOUltl LIKE l<;< lK)hy»il in my horna 
Mon.-frl, 6li6.,VX,)l, T '|5
NOW AVI!.. AT OAVES APPLIANCE
CENTRE, 3491 Itovon, TV Rcilot. and smi * 
yiet*. Al*a rtiicrowaij'un. 666*ii617. il
CABINET MAKER proiJuting llft« purii.Kf 
lurnilufik, Winriiof thairit, and f,uiiit,'.)in 














•Yard and garden clearing
•Rototilllng
•Large lawn cuts
• Chainsaw work ~ any kind
Malcolm 656-9312
IHRIGATfON LANDSCAPING
Hava your s(frlfi»ilar sysinrn Irialflilad 
h»lnii» «|Klno nlcnilno




* MOTO'flLLING •PRUNING 









Call 656-5382■lllci 5 p III
MORRIS THE (GAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates. 
652-4688. tf
HOUSE SITTER available for next 
winter. Christian widow. Character 
references supplied. For more info. 
Call 652-9746 till April 25th. 15
ALL PHASES OF YARD and garden 
maintenance. New lawns, re-built 
lawns, clearing, thinning, hauling and 
cleanups. Seeking maintenance con­
tracts 652-3667. 15
GARDEN ROTOVATING SERVICE using 
a commercial rear tine machine, very 
reasonable rtes 656-5018. 22
A.J. TRACTOR SERVICE, rotovating and 
lawn prep., small tractor with loader, 
rotovator and backhoe. 656-4544. tf
ROTOVATING - small garden plots our 
specialty. 656-7617 or 656-6920 
onytime. 16
COMPLETE GARDENING SERVICES, 
cleanups pruning, tree service, haul­
ing, gass cutting. O.A.P. discount. 
Work guaranteed. 656-8730. 22
SUPERIOR ROTOTILLING SERVICE. 
Lown cutting and edging. Pruning, 
spraying, planting and yard 
maintenance 652-4879. 15
SOS JANITORIAL SERVICES 
656-3317 tf
HOUSE CLEANING honest, reliable 
contract or hourly. Leave message 653- 


















PAINTING, interior, exterior, Rosidon- 
flol, commercial. Exporloncod, quality 
workmandship guaranteed. Days, 
nights, weekends $9.50 hr. or contract.
Plooso call 656-7087^,_____      [5
experienced' PAINTERr Interior ,and 
exterior. Reasonable rates and free 
ostimotos. Phono Bob_^56jj1000. ___ IB^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
DECORATING. Wallcoverings, spray 
painting, brush and roll. Our prices




•stock up with amnll drop 
dollvf*rlos onch month, 







18410 All Day Rd., Sidnoy
Phon0 65fi-158O
FIBERGLASS




torti nowniNnk nil. niitnay, N.C.
ROTOtlLlINCV SLKVICfcS min $15.00 
smell |i:(li tptttIctllsH 652-v1743, 17
COMPltTC TYPING SIRVICIS Buslnets 
or Student. Rieosonabiit ruliii, Pul 652- 
0476, ^ ^ 22
11
i'
Wednesday, April 9, / 986 THE REVIEW Page B7
1972 25FT. CLASS A motorhome. Fully 
equipped, immaculate condition 
throughout, 49,700 mi. $35,000. 656- 
2040. 16
gift certificate
REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS 
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
O M U B
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CLUES FOR ORSON WELLES 1915 -1985
A — Actor, Ambersons, Author; B --- Brilliant; C — Cited. Com­
mercials, Cool. Corpulence; D — Director; E — Eyre; G — Genius; 
H — Hayworth; K — Kane; L — Legend; M — Magic, Magnificent, 
Mind, Modernism. Movies; P — Praised, Productions. Profligacy; 
R — Rita; S Senso, Sets, Shakespeare, Star; T — Tale, 
Theater, Thriller, Traveler; W —War, Will, Wine.
27 FT. BOATHOUSE for sale or rent (by 
year or month) phone 656-1332, 16
36' RIVER TRIMARAN ketch rigged ex­
cellent doy charter boat for Expo. 
Trade for late model car. Scott Kelly
386-3516, 389-0743. ___ 17
17’ BRANDLEAAEYER ~BOAT, ’motor, 
trailer, excellent tor fishing or diving. 
$1300.00 or swop. Also new well con- 
structed dinghy $250 656-5018. 15
CL~^TySaTlE^ “’^^0V
fiberglos 15 foot gaff rigged. 3 soils 
Seagull outboard, teak trim stable and 
sturdy for Gulf Island expeditions 
$3250. 652-5922. 
,1981 CHRIS CRAFT, 281, express, hord- 
top, 305's, FWC, shafts, 400 hrs., 2nd 
owner, surveyed, loaded $37,500.00 
477-2093. 16
1976 24' FIBERFORM BAHA vv-nTiT^rT 
mand bridge. Only 690 original hours 
on this super clean family cruiser with 
stand-up head, 188 h.p. Mercruiser, 
fresh water cooled, twin control sta­
tions $14,900 or trades considered. 
Call Marty at 383-8089 after 6 p.m. 16
QUIZ ANSWER
1. Starred in this Kane (C-6)
2. Starred in this Man (T-5)...
3. His famed War of the this (W-6)
4. Mystery Word (10 letters)______
» All work conditionally 
Guaranteed
• Free Estimates




• Frame & Unibody 
Repairs
® ICBC Claims 
» Private Claims 
® Windshields Replaced 





RU LESi There aie three parts to THE WORD SEARCH; (l) clues and (2) quiz, which lead to (3) 
the final answer, the MYSTERY WORD. The clues and quiz are hidden in the grid’— up. down, 
across, backward or diagonally. First circle the clue words ('we’ve found the first word for you). You 
may find the same letter in more than one word, so circle each lettei dearly. Next circle the quiz 
words, the first tetter and number ot letters are given for each. Wtien you have circled all the clue 
and quiz words, the remaining uncircled letters will spell out the answer to this week’s Word Search.
Drop your entry off at Tanners. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanners Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate will be awarded.
Name' • _________ '______________________________ •
VVURLITZER PIANO and bench $1500.00
656-7157._____    15
WROUGHT IRON and arborite kitchen 
suite $95.00. wooden bedstead and' 
dresser with mirror $135, ossorled 
easy chairs $15.00 to $45.00 656-4448.
16
PANDORA'S CLOSET open Mondays 
beginning Apri. 14. Spring con­
signments arriving daily. Suits, 
dresses, ponts, grad gowns, wedding 
and mother dresses. 10 - 5 9783-3rd St.
656-6421.____________ 16
LARGE CHESTE^LD SUITE, sofa bed’ 
double box spring frame and mattress. 
Excellent condition. Offers 652-4917.
1^
DOUBLE FRONT DOORS, cedar panel, 
used but good looking. Each 3'x6'8'' 
$75.00 pair. Temproary power pole 
$75. Small maple 7 drawer desk. 
$40.00 656-2926.15 
WHITE G.E. RANGE 36 " in good condi­
tion $50.00 652-2220. 15
DUAL WHEEL AND TIRE Chev 1 ton 
$85.00, box cover for pick-up truck 
$30.00, roof racks large car $22.00, 
wine and beer kit etc. $27.00, 8 tnm 
movie camera ond projector. Black 
and Decker router $45.00, power and 
hand tools, large Coleman cooler 
$24.00, ping pong table and stand 
$42.00, 4'x8' Gendron pooltable etc. 
$175.00, 2 burner alcohol stove $40.00.
656-5319. _______ 16
DESIGNER COFFEE TABLE, glass and 
wrought iron, $70. Two Scandanavian 
swag lamps, $25 the pair. Toro mower 
deluxe model^150. ^2-222518 
OVERHEAD STEEL ^ GARAGE door! 
single size, large single glazed, picture 
window, no frame. Call 656-6177 after 
6 p.m. 15
TWO 10 FT electric baseboard heaters 
240 wt. $84,00 656-7082. ^  15
LIKE NEW condition very handy long 
white chest combination for stereo/TV 
record player, custom made. Cost $600 
asking $250, 652-1328 after 6 p.m. 15 
SOFA BEDS with coil spring mattresses 
from $89.95, coffee tables, lamps, 
bookcases, desks, bedroom and dining 
room furniture, side-by-side, frost free 
fridge/freezer $599.95, washer and 
dryer $688, oak and brass 5 pc. dinign 
suite $399.95, all like new! Mechanics, 
carpenter, shop and garden tools. Lots 
of them, reasonable, camping and 
fishing goods, books, dishes, pots, 
plans, records, topes, drapes, carpet, 
tools, furniture and applionces. BUY & 
SAVE 9810 4th St. Sidney. 15
AAASTER CRAFT de-humidifer 28 pint 
capacity, outomatic shut off. Two 
years old. sell for $115 O.B.O. new 
$200,00 479-0684.
CRIB AND MATTRESS, good conditio
$35.00 stainless alcohol stove, like 
new $75.00. Rock saw $25.00 656-5089.
1 5
LARGE LUXURIOUS totally 7^”
upholstered reciiner $295.00 652-5407.
15
WROUGHT IRON sundeck railing in 3 
sections, approx. 15 ft. and two at 8 ft. 
$155.00 656-7082.^
ELECTONE YAMAHA ORGAN with 
rhythm section $550.00. Navy wool 
crpet 8x10 $25.00, light green chester­
field $100.00 652-5922. 16
T.:- .
GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally 
reconditioned, used only a few mon­
ths, $250 OBO. 386-6967 or phone 478-
0515^ _ _ ______ __ ________ H
FOR SALE, mirrors, tempered glass, 
new and used doors, table tops, all 
types of glass. Large stock of factory 
cleorout thermo units, good stock of 
new single pone windows. Ther­
mopane Patio Doors. All discount 
prices. Insurance repairs. George 
Clark and Son Enterprises. 9750 - 4th 
St, Sidney, 656-6656. Visa, Mostercard
H
LOWREY GENIE 44* ORGAN - perfect 
condition, osking $1,250. 656-1961 ■ 17
FOR SALE, renovating or decorating - 3 
mirrors 8 ft.x16 in. heavy quality. 
Wood panelling to match. Fit wall 
8'x8'6". Reasonably priced, $100. 
”hone 656-4548. 1,5
CHILD'S gate, (iron), rounded 
barbecue with rotisserie, roll-a-way 
652-0457. 15
5 PIECE MAHAGANY bedroom suite
plus Sealy Posturepedic box spring and 
rriattress. 656-2046. 15
RALEIGH GRAND PRIX good working 
condition 25" grame fenders hondle 
bar bag $75 call after 6 p.m. 656-2487.
,J5
CURVED WOOD and leather bar 
$150.00 O.B.O. 656-0561 evenings. 15 
QUEEN* SIZE grange" BED MATTReTs
and boxspring $180.00 phone between
6 ond 9 656-3491.15 
OVEN $40.00, hair dryer $30.00, trash 
compactor $200.00, garden shredder 
$350, utility trailer $215, 5 gat. hot 
woter heater $50.00. 652-5681.^
BABY CARRIAGE CONVERTS TO 
STROLEER excellent condition $60.00, 
bboy clothes and toys, safety gates. 
Snoopy activity centre. 652-1341. 15
1969 VOLVO CAR PARTS, gTeerTsiTe
soft-sided waterbed $85.00, Kenmore 
washer spin dryer $75.00 656-7354 
evenings.  16
YARDMAN TRACTOR "with two 18"
mower blades and electric starter, 
complete with chains. Front attach­
ment for snow or dirt moving. Asking 
$750. Phone 656-7462.^





CU I am a Review paid subscriber.
d! i wish to become a Review paid subscriber.
Piease drop your entry off at. ..
Corner of 
4th & Beacon 
in Sidney
TYPING SERVICE AVAILABLE - fast and 
efficient. Call 656-0747, ask for Cindy 
cl Castle Properties (1982) Ltd., 2388 
Boactm Avenue, Sidtiey. If
RELi ABLETyping ^^^s^
od help for all kinds of typing. Coll 
Helen 656-4915, If
CiHAM'S’S
Popfl/ts lo l.n\vnfninmis 
ChnlnsaHD.
• Uiisr|vi>irii» • f'lonmii • Toit,
• Sliindniwn I* Jncobaon * Pdrlnot 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 










GET 75 MPG LARGE CAR, R.V’s etc. 
build and instoll o new covey gar 
vapour carb. Fit ony care, truck or R.V. 
for info, send self-addressed stamped 
envelope to: Thrift Carb, 10731 King 
Geo. Hwy. Surrey, B.C., VST ?X6. tf
1983....iW6 TONE BROWN FORD
RANGER truck power steering, power 
brakes, 4-sp standard excellent shape 
asking $64clo.00 656-8849. 15
'71 l!t.D. DROUGHAM - 4 door, oioctric 
ovorything, air conditioning, oxcollonl 
mochonlcal condition, front bumper 
damaged. $500. 656-59 i e, 15
1901 RELIANT K 4 dr. with Ir oxcollonl 
condition, $4200.00 O.B.O. 656-2167 or 
388-6275 pgr, 1934. 15
1976 FORD LADEA LTD. wllii foctory 
trailer hitch, power stereo nic, Nice In­
side ctnd out $850 1977 Veqn Pstntr* 
Wagon very clean, no rust, runs well 
60,000 miles W.JJOf) 652-2^^^^ 15
SPRING HAS SPRUNG, Iho grass is rl't, 
here is whore your sports car Is I I97B 
Flat SpyrIor, tilock with tan Interior. 
$5000 Coll Cothodno 656 4904, 15
74 FOR STATION WAGAON $300 Good 
condition 656-9201, , 7^
' T'fTdv’OTACrLicA GT 5^ sp. Pm/fm 
cossotle grjjod condlllon, $3500, 656 
2506, ' 15
7:4 GMC 454 HEAVY % TON with lop- 
per. ftiogs, trons cooler, trollot liltch, 
spolh’iss inter Ini. pnor) luhl'ier or trorle 
V lor rubbtjr raft, ond motor , In good 
cond. equal voliio $3,000. 652-2861. 15 
1969 FORD ’.V TON gorjtf work truck 
J1200 open lo offers 658-8143 oftor 6
'
1975 SAAB 99 In ftxtollont condition, 
Hloridnid, ('otilnls, sporly ond roomy, 
fuel injoefed. 107 hp, A pleasure to 
drive Drtsperotion sole $'2995 0,11,0, 
Kvunings 651M 123, If
Where can you lease a truck 
for only $1 i9;97'per month? 
Call R.C. Bell collect at 
525-3481 or toll-free at 1- 
800-242-7757. DL 5674.
Lease 4x4 $244 per month! 
Factory order to your specs! 
Lease/buy car/truck-GM- 
Ford-Chrysler-Imports. Call 
Bob Robinson Toll-free 1- 
800-242-4416,
D.L.7836.
One hour credit approval! 
Possible with our exclusive 
Dial-A-Car and Instamatic 
credit program. Lease/pur­
chase with or without op­
tion, your choice. Harold 
Pleus at Royal GM. 922- 
4111. West Vancouver. D.L. 
5534._____________________ _
Recreational vehicles and 
marine parts and acces­
sories. Prowler Trailers and 
5th wheels. Scamper Motor- 
homes, Call Eldorado R.V. 
581-4634, Toll Free 1-800- 
242-4410, One ol this 
months specials, Tuffbox 
T.DM_g!<._T0-0l Boxes, $169.95.
Ford Diesel and Gas Trucks. 
Nothing down OAC with my 
easy to own plan, Call Curly 
464-0271 or toll-free 1-800- 
242-FORD, DL5231.
Large Roinr.tlon used trucks. 
Nothing down OAC with my 
easy lo own plan. Call Curly 
404-0271 or toll-free 1-800- 
242-FORD. ,,,01,52:31....
MllsubishI Diesel - cut that 
fuel bill In hall and travel 
twice as (or. Will ropowor 
pickups, loll trucks, com- 
pern ft rnotorhornen. Recon­
dition or user) engines from 
$1'795, with overdrive trans­
mission. Simpson Pov^nr 
Product, 110 Wnolrldne St., 
Coquitlam, ETC. V3K 5V4. 
;i;Ma-36Tl„,,,:..;........■■■
Take ov(,u paynionls on 86 
r3£t0 Crowcah 4 x 4 7,5 
$485. per moniti, CnII col­
lect Bob Siska or Andy 




Pain Control Without Pills 
with electric impulse 
(T.E.N.S.) machine (as seen 
on T.V.’s Marketplace prog­
ram), Moneyback guarantee 
satisfaction. Dealer Inquiries 
invited. Toll Free calM-800- 
663-4350,
Travel. That’s an exciting 
world... certainly more ex­
citing than pizza or muffler, 
right? Right, so why not 
build a career for yourself in 
the World's number one 
growth Industry and enioy 
worldwide travel benefits In 
addition to developing equi­
ty In your own retail travel 
agency. Uniglobe is the lar­
gest retail travel franchise 
network In North America. 
No previous travel exper­
ience necessary. Investment 
required. Call Uniglobe Tra­
vel Canada collect 1-270-
224_!_._____________ __________
Thriving Business localod In 
Courtenay area. Combined 
grocery and gas station. 
Ideal family business with 
room (or expansion, Write 
lo Box 3494, Courtenay,
B.C, VON 6Z8._________
EP'u'CAflONAL*
Last chance to learn income
(nvl For (roe hrnchure on 
corrospondonco courses, 
write LI & R Tax Schools, 
1345 Pembina Hwy.. Winni­
peg, Manitoba. R.3T 2B6. 
No ol
lOi MOTORCYCLES
76 SUZUKI $400, 656 8080 PS












„ *Tiiir8t BATirniM -" . . .‘ir.cDMiivMuiri.in «
a • (.nfH'ANCCoNvrnfiinuti
• kflOr'ANl MI LS 0
($ . run jif (iviui: cAi il '
, BW-2®2t or fi5C-{)434 ”
Cuaeni, mdnay cvait. wiiMwu- awMi
• m • » •
19H’ CORSAIR CLASS C MOTOR 
HOME, llghlwfdghi, tiinglo (ecu 
wh«*»l», Atx, lelf i:onlln«tf, nko
rhadlUmi 57 /tOO rnllo* fn 5011 n 8 O 
479-0684, 1.5
197S SUN CAMPER hmcl top tont 
trailer, Good roudillon, ulnopr, livo 
»450.6M-978;. , , i;>
1901 WIIDIHNESS DELUXE 10 tool 
tqmpor, 1977 Enid 2S0.XI.T truck, 460, 
motor. 32,0(X) mile* Iririmoculotw 
$12,000 will At'dl romprrr uoporrduly, 
656 ($073, IS
1905 Tempo nuiomatlc, 
Take over pnymenls on bol- 
nnen $210, per month. Cro- 
dil no problem, Call credit 
reanagor Rnh BIskn pornen. 
ally 1.872-5102 Credit Col­
led ions Dopl.
BUSINESS......................
OPPOriTUNITIES , ^ 
Pmlilnblrr Opnorlunliy, Ow* 
nor retiring ■ Prince Gooigu, 
orieralinq roslaurant, land, 
b u 11 (11 n Q ft.. 0 a u I p m 0 n t. Good, 
volume (our years old locn- 
lion. To lrvt.se or (or Invesl- 
ur.ft to operate or loaftobnck, 
niu.irt 870-28(57, AI ?6fi-
60M.-. ........ ............ :....................
Francluso lo |»rovido a uni* 
quo iiorvicn lo the Hotel and 
MnhJi Itulurdry, Pay hack In 
11 mnnthsi Ti'emenrfous op- 
iKirlunllv lor sfilf.slnrlor. 
riuhrdaniial growth potential 
over 10 Hmef) the Initial ftol* 
up wlihout ariditionai (ran*
inikn rn'ic f'nrmft niqiq or 
Norm d (004)081.610«,‘ or 
wrHe to Box 214, C/o 
HCYCNA, 1112-207 West 
MaHtiuin (drem, Vancouver, 
(1 C Von 1H7, 
nil Mie 1981 FTL C.O.r-. 
400 big cam. with or wlih- 
oul |ob with or wlihout 
liallei. (00.r/39fi.4047. (004) 
701.5400 alter 7 p.rn.
). hjjgatjpn^^
ScuipUirod Nall Courses, No 
lid nails, product Irnining 
seminar. Kamloops April 20 
ft 21, Vernon Apr 27 ft 28, 
Pr, George May 4ft 5, 
Cogulllam Juno 1 ft. 2, 
Contact Barclyn Enlor- 
prlsos, 1610 Moroy Rd., 
Nanaimo, B.C. VOS 1J7 or 
call..1.753-0046 collocl,
f'reo: 1980 guide to alucly-at- 
homo corrospondonco Dip­
loma courses for proBtIglouL 





vel, Granlon, (1A) 1055
West Georgia Sirool W2002, 
Vancouver .J -000-268-1121. 
FOR SALE MISC, 
Introductory Moaf Spocinl, 
Pork side order only $25, 
Willi purchase ol a hoof 
(lido, or hind order and rib 
section, Free call, call eol- 
locl 438-5357,
NTC-ioO BCiil Tfocon ’ Spe­
cial, lixctiongo your «maii 
Cam or Hlq Gam engine (or 
a NTC400 Big Gam III Ro- 
con between Fehru.nry I and 
May 1, 198(3 ond recolve 
ihree year 150,000 mllo ox- 
landed coverage, 100% 
parts arul lahiiur (tee o( 
charge from CummlnB Brl. 
liHli . UolumlJifi, Slmidard 
warranty Inclusive. Fix- 
change price 113,500, Small 
Cam FFC to iSIg Cam III 
nlease add $1,400. Contact 
yotir local doaier orCurn- 
inlna British Columhin 299- 
91,1,T,„....... ■......
to guiuA/iloed (iliqa ili,'.i|
make ymir oarage m y.ard
sale pay, For ' into rush 
$2,00 ft S,A,S,B. lo n.J, 
Eatarprlsfifi, (lo* 2828, 
Grand Forks, B.C, VOfi
1H0,
Lighting: Fixtures. Western 
Canada's largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
Catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre 
4600 East Hastings Street, 
Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phone 1-299-0666.
Free Hunting, Fishing ft 
Camping Catalogue ($5. val­
ue). Send your expired 
hunting or fishing licence 
and S.I.R. will mall free 
372-page (over 6,500 items) 
85/86 Sportsman Catalogue. 
S.I.R. Mail Order, Dept. 
129, 1863 Burrows Ave., 
Winnipeg, Man. R2X 2V6. 
Offer expires April 30. 1986.
Montreal Military Surplus: 
Workshirts $2.75, workpants 
$3,50, workboots $15. Hand­
cuffs, bags, knives, parkas, 
combat pants, etc. $2 for 
catalogue (reimbursement 
on first order). Military Sur­
plus, Box 243, St. TImothee, 
Oueboc, JOS 1X0,
Ofticial Licensed products 
for pro looms. CFL, NFL, 
NHL, MLB, NBA, ft PGA. 
Sportswear ft collecinblos. 
Call or write for price list. 
Pro Sporls Don, 125-4940 t/3 
Road, Richmond, B.C, V6X
3A5, 276-0330.____ _ ___ _
150 vorlotios Bantam, stan­
dard poultry, goose, ducks, 
turkeys, gulnoas, phoosants, 
Rod Rivor HntchorloB. Can­
ada's Purobrod Poultry 
Hondnuartors, Froo price 
list, 1-000-G65-0433. Visa, 
Mnslorcnrd. Ronsonoblo
^iipplno_,_;_____ ___ ;......... ..
Cqlloclor’fiT Rare, nncloni, 
and unusual mngnzinon, 
newspapers, and books, 
1700’8 to 1950, Long BASE 
tor froo Hat, Mostly Mnga- 
zlnoBj P.O. Box 3490, Lang-
Ioy, D C. V3A dRB._ ______
Froo gili olior." Snve-X~Dls- 
counl SorvIcoB now otioring 
(JIacounIs on a vnrioty ot 
rnorchnndlno. Examplo-buy 
your (avorlto rocords ft 
tapes with discounlo from 
2-25% thru Snvo-X Dlocciunt 
Sorvicofi, 228 Solkirk Avo,, 
WInnIpog, Monllobn, R2W’' 
■■ ■ 21,6,.... ..... ..... .. ..........
GAR DEN I 1211,111,
Spring Solo, Qroenhoimos ft 
ngijlpmonl. l-lydroponlc gar- 
dorui ft nupplioB. Ughllng ft 
propiigallon siippllos, Save 
up lo 507o, Send $2, tor 
compiolo llnl ft Inlo-pnck, 
Woslorn Water Ffirmfi Inc., 
1244 Seymour Streol, Van­
couver, B.C, VBB 3N0' or ■ 
call (G04)rin2-C63IJ,......... .........
HELP; WANTED.^' ........ ‘.. ,......
Newiipapor difuday advoitis- 
Ing position for Vnncoiivor 
community tvowspapor. 
Must havn oxporlonco. Ex- 
colleni polenlial. Good
heaetl'i piicknqa rienumes
to: Salos Managor, Vi/ot»l 
Endrjr East Endor News- 
papors, 1035 Dnvio Streol,
Duuului ul liliuiH.iJ luquliud'
immediainly tor hospital. 
Dill las Include: full rnngo ot 
IlnancIftI Control and hudu«t 
pKJCCdurtUii. I lo()l|ii( at,- 
‘ roiinilyiq evpaMorire on as-
Sfd. G.A. or H I,A, preter- 
-rod, Rosumo lo Adrtiinljiira- 
tor, H.V.D Mospilal, Box 
370, Qmllhers, B.C, VOJ 
2N0,
Nursing Opportunities at 
the Bulkley Valley District 
Hospital, Smithers, B.C. 
Nursing Co-ordlnator - Vac­
ancy due to retirement. The 
successful candidate will 
provide nursing supervision, 
leadership and some direct 
patient care. Must have re­
cent experience In a senior 
nursing position. Head 
Nurse, Medical Ward - Vac­
ancy due to retirement. The 
successful applicant must 
have clinical expertise In 
medical and I.C.U, nursing 
and the ability 'to provide 
creative and innovative 
leadership in the develop­
ment and expansion of this 
department. Candidates tor 
all positions must be eligi­
ble for R.N.A.B.C, registra­
tion, Sfmd resume to Direc­
tor of Nursing, Bulkley Val­
ley District Hopital, Box 
370, Smithers, B.C. VOJ 
2N0. Phono (604)847-2611.
Coaches required. One free­
lance, two full-lime. For 
Canskale Can-Figuroskalo 
programs. 86-07 season. Re­
ply: T.R, Flguroskatlng 
Club, Box 334, Tumbler 
Ridge, R.C. VOC 2W0,____ _
Hoovy Duty Mechanic Tor- 
nice B.C. Full-time position 
available In an Intornatlonal 
Hough orlontatod repair 
shop. Must bo exporloncod 
in Crawler ft Loader re­
pairs, good knowledge of 
Hydraulics ft able lo work 
both in shop ft field. Ro- 
siime; Rudon Enterprises 
Ltd. Box 277, Terraco, B.C, 
VOG 4Afi. Attn: Don Colli- 
sqni,_,_...............__ ;. .
Irnmodiatoly • Revelstoho 
Truck Coniro requiroo lop- 
shop working Foroiiian. r-Tvo 
man crow, Gxporionco osll- 
motlng trouble shooting and 
repairs. Excellent wngos, 
037^068,1,.^...
Salos-porson Terraco B,C. 
Aulmnollvo parts. Indust­
rial, pairil and body shrjp 
suppllos, must bo tully ox- 
perlencod, Qucillllod parls- 
poraon will bo corisloorod, 
Norlhorn Mannoto, Prince 
Goorgoj (604)564-4407, 
NOTICE*"""'"....
The Indeperidoiil NallDrial 
Edition. Dlvorso, sllrnulal- 
Ing rending (or thoughKul 
Canadians who care about
e English. $18 (or 25 m, 15B King St., El- - nilr."!, Onlarlo, N3E nni. .
P E tf SON A L " ''2''2,'' 22'r2
Slngloa-Llrio. An easy, tun 
find adoidable way tor Sin- 
pins to rnoel by I'elophnno. 
Ladles register (reo, Serving 
all ages and areas, Call
, ..... ............ ..... ...........
1 101,’ "CkusMiqiio Lmgeflo" 
cnlnioquo, now available in 
Cnnadal CnII (roo Monday 
HO Friday, 9nrn to 5pm, 
1-860.7424385 (In VIHnrIa 
call 474-5511), Order"Cias- 
10 Llnflorle” inriav!
Prestige Acquaintance ' Ser-) 
vice is an introduction bur­
eau for unattached adults 
seeking tasting relation­
ships. Successful, reliable, 
selective. Call toll free 1-80(3 
-263-6673. Hours: 9 a.m. to 
7 p.m.
REAL ESTATE
Three bedroom home, full 
basement, partially furnish­
ed, carport, corner lot - 
Greenwood, B.C. Good re­
tirement area. Easy access 
all facilities, $42,500. 
O.B.O. Manse Committee, 
c/o Box 258, Greenwood, 
B.C. VOH 1J0. (604)445-
6354.
SERVICES
ig an ICBC Claim? 
Linde, Lawyer, 14
l-roo cfttnlogutr ot nduil nov- 
cltlcsi, g.imuft, infifiHd aids, 
cnnilf'.rri'i nnd mnrf'i Pr(5mfil 
discrqoi service. Phone any- 
lime: 1-493-7767 or write to: 
Top Quality fiiipplles Ltd,, 
IKU. Box 940, Pont if,Ion, 
B.C. V2A 7Q1.
Sutterin
Carey i , , 
years, 1650 Duranleau. Van 
couver, B.C. V6K 3S4 
Phono collect 0-684-7798 (or 
Free How To Information: 
ICBC Claims and Awards. 
"It you have a phono you’ve 
got a lawyer."________ ^___
Major personal Injury 
claims, Joel A. Wener, Law­
yer experienced In litigation 
since 1960, Call collect 0- 
736-8261, Froo Initial con- 
sultalion. Contingency tees 
available. 1632 West 7th,
Vtincouvor.___ ________
Professional Resumes, Cov­
ering Loiters and Word Pro­
cessing Services, First Ini- 
prosslons Resume Service, 
t/325 - 1423 Howe Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 1R0 
(604)6B:t:BDBG;
TRAVEL _______ ■ - ■ '
Skiers; ""Uk'frroIIlsorXan- 
ada’s Favorite Ski AreaHias 
ski weeks (rom $119, ski 
train packages (Vancouvor- 
Lakn Louise) (rom $203, 




powered sifl boats, all qual­
ity boats at good rates. 
Prime time available, Re­
serve today, SIcamous 
Crook Morina, R,R, »1, 
Slcornous, B,C, VOE 2V0, 
030-4611.
Ex’p6'’XcT,ommo3inoir ■’iJn’o 
bdrrn, , (urnlahocl suites, 
Sloops nix. Five mlnutOB to 
Expo. 8-1 lam S-IOpm 687- 
1746, CB2-.3H2Q,
/uintrnlla/Nnw Zealand tra­
vel plans? Now you can call 
tree to ANZA Travel Iho 
LTown Under oxporls. Lowest 
taros, best planned trip, 




Ihci only way lo reach more than 
nnn non hnme's tnraunnnut BC 
ft the Yukan with one phone calk 





one call does It all
I
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i|liiii$Ri.E7i: LIVESTOCK FOR SALE 1 FOR SALE FOR SALE
LET US INSTALL mirrors to your bilold 
doors, at discount prices. 656-6656
Visa, Mostercard occepted._________tf
TYPEWRlfi^ Smith Corona standard 
good condition $45, O.B.O., floater
FIR AND HEMLOCK sawdust for sale, 
full loads or half loads. Also good for 
gardens. 656-5671. 18
size 36-38 ike new $40,00. 656-4350.
15
MOVING MUST SELL couch and choir 
$175, Westinghouse range $60.00, 
baby car seats $10, $40, portable piano 
with stand and amplifier $600. 656- 
9841. I*
FIR AND HEMLOCK sawdust for sale, 
full loads or half loads. Also good for 
gardens 656-5671. 22
WASHER AND DRYER, good working 
condition $125.00 for poir. 656-6129. 15 
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. Guided 
trail rides. 1 hr. to all day. Rockhaven
Ranch. 478-3023.___ _ _ tf
ELECTRIC LAWN ^MOWER, portable 
XLIOO color T.V., desk, apt. ..Tridge, 
apt. wosher, tub, toilet, sink, woven
PUREBRED FANCY 
CHICKS/PHEASANTS over 15 varieties, 
also genuine wild turkey poulets 743- 
2293 evenings and weekends. 18
NOW^slfTvri^^NblTfrAN d'^^^
SANICH Willow Wind Feed and Tack 
offers excellent quality. Master Feeds 
and Buckerfield Feeds. We have o 
reasonable priced personalized 
delivery service. Call 478-8012. 16
2^0^ OLCM^liBTfS $6.00~JacTi 2 for 
$10,00 New Zealand red and white 
cross 652-9517(Don). 15




Whereas Clyde Callion is indebted lo the 
undersigned in the sum ol SI ,332.00 lor low­
ing and storage in the towaway ol a 1971 
Ford Pinto 2 door sedan VIN 1R10X06152 
and the said sum ought to have been paid 
and delaull has been made in the payment 
thereol, notice is hereby given that the same 
will be sold by Peninsula Towing, No. 5 10019 
Galaran Road. Sidney. B C. on 25th ot April, 
1986.
Vehicle is on an as is where is basis and can 
be viewed by appointment only; 656-6911. 
Acceptance ol the bids is at the discretion of 




decorator blinds, national geographic 
book's, wrought iron railings, drapes. 
656-0389. 15
FOUND ON 7TH ST. near Thrifty's - one 
umbrella. Ph-ine Review to identify 
and pick-up. 656-1151. 16
211 RIAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE




LOST: grey (tailess) cot Manx wearing 
I.D. collar. If you see him please hold 
and call 721-3196 REWARD. 16
QUIET CUL-DE-SAC 3 br. up. 1 down, 2 
both home. Finished bsmt. with family 
room and wood stove. Fenced yord 
$80,5CXI.00. 656-9375. 15
WE BUY- antique and collectible dealer 
buys figurines, china, furniture, 
glassware, jewellry, toys, silver, 
crystal, lamps or paintings or what 
have you. One article or houseful. 652- 
5040. 18
169 PERSONALS
DEAN PARK 1648 Mayneview. 1600 sq. 
It. custom built, 2 br. rancher on privat 
Vi acre treed lot. $130,000 phone 
owner 656-5681.  J9
GOOd"^REVENUE’~d”uPLEX in Lake 
Cowichan, price negotiable will take
SMALL HOUSE 
LARGE LOT
Solid older home with lots of 
potential. Situated on the 
north side of Beacon Avenue. 
Assumable mortgage. Must 




35 ft. travel trailer or Datsun King Cab 
as party down payment. 656-0389. I6
OPEN HOUSE 
1931 DEAN PARK RD.
SAT. 2-4 P.M.
Delightful family home with 
super large entertainment siz­
ed rooms situated on .6 acre 
of fully mature garden. Super 
southern exposure makes this 
a perfect house for summer 




WANTED: items for garage sale, 
houseitold goods, toys, books, tools, 
furniture, etc. All proceeds to Track 
'86. Call 656-1067 for pick-up by 
volunteer. 15
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week^tf
SMALL USED GARDEN compost shred­
der. Any condition. Reasonable 656- 
2648. 15
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of oil ages — serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134. tf
IS OVEREATING creating problems in 
your life? Overeaters Anonymous can 
help you. No dues, no weigh-ins. Call 
Sidney 656-4353.tf
PIANIST, earnestly sought by amateur 
singing group dedicated to the enter­
tainment of theless fortunate. If bless­
ed with this musical talent please 
share with us. 656-6272. 15
SPRING CLEAN OUT garage sale 
Panorama Leisure Centre. Sun. Apr. 20 
9 a.m. - 2 p.m. Tables to rent $6.50 call 
656-7271 for details. Over 75 tables. 15
FREE BEER AND WINE supplies where? 
Enquire ot Sidney Natural Foods 2473 
Beacon Ave. Sidney 656-4634. 16
MOVING SALE household and com­
plete shop articles. Welding equip­
ment, table saw, deep freezer, tools of 
all kinds Sat. Apr. 11 and 12 8689 
Lochside Dr. 15
APRIL 13 counter tops, clothes, heating 
ducts, work boots, diving suit, books, 
pipe collection and misc. 9585 Glenelg. 
off Bradley Dyne. 1^
TWO FAMILY GARAGE SALE, 
something for everyone. Lots of misc. 
items. Sat. and Sunday Apr. 12-13 10 - 
3 p.m. 1756 McTovish Rd. 15
BIG GARAGE SALE. Mattresses for 
sale, bunk beds, stove, fridge, table 
lamp, rocker-recliner chair in very 
good shape and many other items. 10 
a.m. - 5 p.m. Sat. Apr. 12 Sun. Apr. 13 
2095 John Pi. Sidney. 15
97n-2nd ST. April 12th ornaments, 
dishes, plants, books, good voriety. 15 
COMMUNITY GARAcTe SALE at
Saariich Fairgrounds Sot. Apr. 12 9-4 
p.m. Donation at door for Mustard 
Seed. . ■ 15
SPRING SEWING & 
TAILORING CLASSES 




FULLY EQUIPPED STUDIO! 




MOVING SALE for Sat. Apr. 12 10 - 4 
p.m. 10191 3rd St. Misc. items in­
duing frigand stoy^  15
TYPESETTING AND WORD PROCESS 
typing now avoilable locally. Books, 
monuscripts, brochures etc., etc. Call 
evenings 656-6466. No job too small, tf
BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
7085 Wallace Dr. Apr. 19 10 - 3 p.m. 
concession. 16
DRESSAAAKING AND TAILORING, ex­
perienced professional. Trillium Crea­
tions, Joan Diakow, 656-3190. tf
BIG SALE exercise bike, tols, furniture, 
stove, VW parts, tires. Sat. Apr. 12 
2566 Wakeman Off Lochside 9-4 p.m.
15
footcare in your home. Sculptured 
noils. Coll Angela. 652-9727. 18
1 ''’’’'V
SENIORS
Sidnoy? Don't knov/ anyone? The
Silver Threads Centre olfers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. Drop 
in to 10030 Rosthavon or coll us at ;656-
5537, _ .___ .______ ____  ,, ,...... Jf,
f Hi“'TEnTn s y l a' "comm U N IT Y 







formotion and Volunloor Service Cen­
tro for tho peninsula, It you need 
assistance or if you wish to voluntottr r.i 
few hours o week to help othois in 
your community, please call 656-013-1 
for lurthor Inlorindllon. tf
TABLE TENNIS "(PInq Pong) r>t Brent­
wood Elomonlary School, Mondays 
7:30 • 9:30 p.m, All ages welcome, Fur­
ther inlo_, 652-4580, 652-1531, If
THE PENINSULA mSARMAMENT 
GROUP moots regularly. To join us, 
help us, or |i.is1 for Inloiimition, call 
656-2908 or 656-5457 alter 5 p,m. rd







Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRIO READY-MlX
(1971) LTD,
Cordova Bay Rd, al Fowlor
658-5235
Drop-in group moots every Wednes­
day,7-9 p.m, ot 1045 linden Ave, .'lilS- 
554,5, 10-5 p.m. Monday lo Friday (or 
morojnfo, ' ^ tf
SAVE“y6uR uSd ^AAAPS • Western 
Square Dance Association collocis all 
used stomps • Proceeds lo Cancer Fund 
• drop Ihorn otf at Tho Review, TF 
PANDORA'S CLOSET open Mondays 
boglnnlng April 14, Spnnf) con- 
signmonls arriving daily, Suits, 
drosses, ponts, grud govms, wedding 
and mother dresses, 10 • 5 VVIW-.Jrd fit, 
656-6421, ,
SHADY CREEK CHURCH TEA bake sole, 
bazaar and gardun stall. Seluidoy 
April 19 at 2 p.m, In chuirli holl 7184 
East Soonich Road, 16
THREAD ARTISTS JAPANESE OUtsIKA 
EMBROIDERY; Annual romiioilion, 
show tirid demonstrollon. Fti, Apr, 11 
l;30 p.m. la 9 p.m,. Sol. A|)i. I',? lO'JO 
n,m, to 4 p,m, No odmistioi' rharge. 51, ^ 
Molthios C.liurch Moll, rrOU Kichmond 





(four, ,' t )»( 







3 bedr. townhouse in a mixed com­
plex, close to all amenities, try your 
down payment of $2,350.00 plus B.C. 
second mtg. Total payments are pro­
bably less than your rent now. PLUS A 
BIG BONUS. ALL APPLIANCES ARE 
INCLUDED.
.THINKING OF BUYING OR SELLING? 
Don’t delay — phone today 
Joe Starke 656-8751 - 656-0747
$59,900
Compact retirement home in 
the heart of Sidney, walking 
distance to Beacon Ave. Nice 
corner lot with fruit trees and 
separate workshop. . Phone 
right now;
656-0747-656-8751 
Ask for Joe Starke
BRAND NEW 
$79,500
You can watch the sailboats, 
from your livingroom when 
you purchase this 3 bedr. 
retirement rancher. European 
type cabinets in bright & sun­
ny kitchen. Priced to sell, but 
bring your offer. Call right 
now.
656-0747 or 656-8751 
Ask for Joe Starke
WANTED
Subdividable land or building 
lots wanted by developer — 
anywhere on the Peninsula 
Quick decisions.
656-0747 01 656-8751 
Ask for Joe Starke
DEAN PARK ROAD
Large family home with in-law 
suite situated on 2.36 acres 
fronting on two streets. Ex- 
c e 11 e n t subdivision 
possibiliiies into d lous, Ven­
dor will take telireiTionl ran­
dier as part trade. Priced to 
sell at i219,uuu, Phone Joe 
Starke 656-8751 or 656-0747.
MILLIONAIRES
HIDE-AWAY
This one level home has been 
built on the highest spot of the 
11 acre parklike estate to take 
full advantage of the magnifi­
cent views over the Malahat & 
Brentwood Bay. Entertain­
ment size / livingroom with; 
feature floor to ceiling picture 
window. Inground pool. Dou­
ble garage, etc. Future 
development pdtehtiail An ex­
cellent investment at only 
$289,900. Joe Starke 656- 
8751 or 656-0747.
$91,900
Super family home in a quiet 
residential neighbourhood 
close to school. The home 
features two F.P., vaulted 
ceiling in living-diningroom. 
Kitchen with eating area. Ful­
ly fenced backyard with 
southern exposure. To view 
this home phone right now: 
656-0747-656-8751 
Ask for Joe Starke
BRAND NEW 
$79,900
No step retirement home 
situated on a mature land­
scaped lot. 3 bedr., master 
bedr. withensuite. Livingroom 
with heatilator F,P,, and bay 
window. This excellent buy 
won't last, Exclusive, 
right now,
656-0747 or 656-8751 




1775 DEAN PARK RD.
$117,900
Attractive 1600 sq. ft, lanchor 
,wlth assumable motlgago, 3 
largo bodrrjoms plus largo kit­
chen. Cosy ilvingioom and 
more on largo lot with largo 
potential garden area, To view 
now call Vornl Lonos 305- 
1470 or Larry Olson 656-1050 
or 656-0747.
OPEN HOUSE 
2098 BRETHOUR PARKWAY 
SUN. 1:30-4:00 PM
3 bodroorri homo with iargi-r 
bright country kllchon. Nicely> 
finished with easy care,lot and 




REDUCED TO $112,000 
VALUE OF THE MONTH
Tfiis brand now 3 beris 
liorno over MOO sq, ft,' 
largo 1 /3 acre corner lolTITusi
be sold now!! Call right away 





UOHIH • Lluaftoi MG iil Nailli 
SatTiiK'ti, B,C.' pkS'VtcotulIv at Vlrloria 
OohoiqI Honpilal oil Miirdt 26, 1986,' 
llotn in Ktinl. EnoInnrI AuguiU irf9fl, 
r’t<.Jwi I I. , hi.; Jt.t,!, .Iiii'.' ! il 
(low) In 19H4. tiuivivoil Iv/ ivvo 
(laiJOliton*, Moi'joiio Fmiinr nnil Ikvlnn 
Polt^rson: (our qtdiKhdilinn'and 
qiHatiyioncfllltiiKn, Mit, Hqith wo:i H 
1VI.1,1 1111II.! I u tii.ivill i.it I i./t i'll Li.uliliv 11 .M 
‘ flvlitq liwr nln 1921. A Mnniofiol 
vica vvi',H I'si'lil .M!"n!'l.iy Mi'ii.'C 1* if, Ufv 
1y Tiinily CI)um:ii. I'iitiiiln lli.y I iiiluv 
' t). Malinii tilticiaind. , ' ai 1*1
EXECUTIVE 
REITREMfiNTHOME
iJuiior than new, '2 bedrooriT,' 
3 lintli, 2 !,Mr. rd slidiiifT glar;;; 
doors nloosaver M'rhen wi'tti 
applinncoa , pvetytinng like 
no'w, cprnoi iaation in Sum-! 
mpfqale, piotessionaiiy land-
,f'i iKi-d , a'l i'af, .In.n.i.




Open, celling raricfioi' built In 
1977,,almost ti^OOaq. II. easy 
mrc tcl. Vnennt; r.:,; .lOpt to
view ploase ask foi Preridy' 
Starke 666-0747 or 652-9602.
Uulldlnj^ Uoti9/s>mnii acreage 
and ! nulidividafjle ptoperty 
w.inl
Older home lor rondvaiion or 
rental wanted in the lower 
.price range, also Bmaii homo 
with largo lot ter addition or 
duplex possibilities. Please 




BOB KING LISTINGS 
GO WITH OUR EXTRA ADVANTAGES
A local Real Estate team using TWO comoulerized catalogue 
listing services — MLS and NRS. our proven national referral 
system, our Real Estate supplement, plus NEW marketing ser­
vices
CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION 
FREE MARKET EVALUATION OF YOUR HOME 
PAM and BOB KING 656-3257
BLOCK BROS. NATIONAL REAL ESTATE SERVICES 656-5584
MMofitPsal 
^^Tpust
2010 LANDSEND ROAD 
“ON THE SUNNY SIDE 
OF THE STREET”
1900 sq. ft. of well cared for 
home situated on a sunny pro­
perty .64 acre. This home has 
3 bedrooms, 2 bath, 2 FP, 
large living room and sep. din­
ing room. Close to ferries, 





Then provide professional 
service and advice. Visit me at 
my Open Houses or phone and 
t wiil drop by at your 
convenience. Ask about our 
national listing service.
CALL JACK WEEKS 
656-5584 24 hr. pager
Offices Coast to Coast
MONTREAL
TRUST




Features 1 /3 acre sites with 






2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
656-5511
Due to increased business 
Castle Properties (1982) 
Lid. requires two more ac­
tive realtors. Progressive 
split or desk fee. For con­
fidential info contact Joe or 
Freddy Starke, 656-0747.
INFORMATION CENTRE




PRICED TO SELL 
$72,600






Member - Victoria M.l-.S. 
656-1154
CLARIDGE HOUSE enjoy Iho sun beside 
your own gordenor warm your loos in 
front of your cozy fireplace . , , well 
kepi 2 bedroom condo wilh onsullo, 
laundry in popular Sindoy locolion . , , 
come and lake o look Bruco and Wen­
dy Scott 478-6123 Royal Lepage Realty
CORDOVA’BAY hoinosilos, io’obo sq. 
It. fully serviced, postoral viov/s, close 
to booch, dosign controlled subdivi­
sion, level lots, 658-5358, 15
,;„;|‘3"ockj ■656-
4';56. 18




Enjoy Iho sun beside your own 
garden or warm your toes in 
front of your cofiy Fireplace 
well kepi 2 Bedroom Condo 
with enaulto L,iundry in 
popular Sidney location 
Como & take a look,









niiiMni), itiiimz, nwlilpool, 
bllllii'df), Slid woilishop! 10 
min. to Sltln*y, 20 min. lo 
Vlctuiln. 00 uomplAK on 
4 »cr«it. E<trii pudilnu 
DvnlUbla.




SOUTH ROYAL OAK 
2300 B(|. ft. quality home. 3 





Open dally 1-3 P.M.
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX (iropkKo. no 
pels, $5'J5 per month. 656-4066 or 656'
4003,..... H
SIDNEY 2 blocks Irom Boacon, ground 
floor 2 bctlrtti, tiUllo fricino ond r.tovo 
Inch Avail. Moy 1st, 386 OO-ll! 16
SIDNEY - lurnish roni, 9601 ■
7ih St, ol Osuun 5i, $105 p«it mo In­
cludes uillllios, Is ocross Irom park, tf 
ROBERTS AHANOR '2433 Molaview, New 
awnnrs, now manogcimonl, four 
blocks (roivi Bortcon Ave., 2 bedroom 
(ivotlablo Apr. Ut, $45U,UiJ call tfre 
Moindonaldt 656Y748, if
SIDNEY larcitf 2 bodroom duple x 
avoiloble June 1st, 6!'w'>.5937. |5
2 BI:DHOOM APAIUMANT in 
dowritowri Sidney $350. 656 5ri2 odor 
4 p.m. ' '.'I*
ONE BDRM'SUITt Ici'klnyle gdul);Nwc 
imoLof protriffod AvciilriFiln >Any Ut 
$340 00, uiilmiis Indudttd. 65A.5645. 16 
; lake'COWICHAN. 3 "bndfoflm’duplex''
umi 2 liodi'anm duplitv. Ilnuci.inviblo 
renl. 6‘i6dl309,',-' '' 15
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212 REai ESTATE 
FOR RENT
I WATERFRONT, beautiful country at­
mosphere, private beach, furnished, 
approx. 8CX) sq. ft., fireplace, private 
patio. .Tenant to be single, non­
smoking person. References required.
. $600 per mo. 656-2822. tf
FURNISHED HOUSE for rent. Retired 
cople for 3 months. 15th Jan. 15th 
Apr., 1987. N/S, N/P $600.00 per 
month. 656-5668.15 
LOVELY 1 BEDROOM waterfront apart­
ment, fireplace, utilities included $400 
per month, suitable for older couple or 
buisness person. No pets please. 656- 
7595.j5
ROBERTS MANOR 2433 Malaview, 
clean well managed bldg. 4 biks. from 
Beacon Ave., 2 bdrms and den from 
$490 available May 1st. Manager 656- 
9748. H
ONE BEDROOM COTTAGE in Qual. 
Beach. Suitable for two mon-smoking 
adults. Apply Box 245 Port Alice B.C. 
V0N2N0. 15
7840 LOCHSIDE DR. behind Waddling 
Dog Inn 1 bdrms. $370, 2 bedrms from 
$455. Tennis Court and swimming 
pool. Available May 1st Manager 652- 
4004 or 652-6381.U 
SIDNEY, large two bedroom suite and 
large one bedroom suite available 
May 1st. $425 and $275 month plus 
utilities. 656-7354. 16
MODERN 3 BEDROOM SPLIT LEVEL 
home for rent. $650.00 per mo., 
refrences please. Call between 6-7 
p.m. 658-8323.15 
2 BDRM. HOUSE for rent on 5th St. 
$380.00 Moy 1 st. 656-9201.^
DEEP COVE, waterfront, furnished 
suite. Mature person $400.00 per 
month. Call 656-4014 after 5 p.m. 15 
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT suite walk- 





ty calendar free of 
charge, space per­
mitting. Preference 
will be given to local 




events is Friday at 5 
p.m.
FASHIONS 
5th annual Spring 
Fashion Sh-jw, Apr. 






mament at United 
Nations speaks 




Anyone i n- 
terested in playing 
or supporting a 
Sidney rugby club 




to ANAF 302 re­
quest donations for 







Apr. 9, 10 a.m., 
Travelodge. 
Speaker Helen Ap­





Join others in 
Newcomer Club for 







Day Saturdays 1-4 
p.m. Drop by for 





ty first annual Spr­
ing Ball, April 12, 
Sancha hall. Music 
from the 40s on. 
656-3144.
I
1-ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1 
bachelor apartment. May 1st w/w 
carpet, drapes, cable T.V., hot water, 
stove, fridge. Clean quiet bldg. 656- 
1673.^
SIDNEY SXS 2 bedroom suplex, w/w, 
dbl. plumbing, close to schools and 




EXCHANGE: 3 br. rancher on large lot 
near bus in Nanaimo, for similar in 
Sidney/Saanich area. 758-5305.1^
WORKING COUPLE need smell house. 
Peninsula area, excellent references 
656-0931 days 656-1046 evenings.
LARGE HOME REQUIRED on or by July 
■1st. Clean responsible family. 
References, etc. anywhere from Amity 
Dr. North. Would like 24 month lease. 
656-6809.  15
POTTER AND FAMILY would like to 
rent house, with large garage and/or 
workshop or out buildings, in rural or 
small town setting. To commence July 
or Aug. within 40 mins, from Victoria. 
Would consider Salt Spring Is. Please 
reply to Peter Price Box 214 Midnapore 
Alta. TOL UP (403-256-6806). 17
3 BDRM HOUSE furnished or unfurnish­
ed to rent by Moy 1st. PRefer country 
setting within 3 miles of Sidney. Call 
656-9194 onytime. 16
MODEST RENT in exchange for yard 
work ond security 389-1460.^1J>
DOUBLE GARAGE or equal areo to be 
used 3 mon. os shop or storage Sidney
oreo. 658-5652. __ __ _____  1^5
RENTAL ACCOMMODATION WANTED’ 
Responsible profesional couple in mid 
30‘s with one hcild require 2-3 
bedroom house in Sidney oroa. Max­
imum $600,00 References 656-2807. 1^6 
REVIEW STAFFER requires modest ren­
tal accommodations with yard. Rural
property proforrod._Call_^56-1 IMj___16
CLEAN SPACIOUS HOUSE on rural 
acreage with workshop/stablo oreo 
ond fenced yord. Coll 656-1151 or eves.
'656-79M,    __;16
WORKING IngIFsH C^ 
for rural house to rent. One dog, Iwo 
cals. Maximum $400, oxcollonl 
roferoncos. Required by Mid-April - 
May Isl, All offers considered, 
Ronovotion or house silling of inlorosi, 
Days_656-039l oyonings 656-1046, 15
Peninsula Com­
munity Association 
this week: Phone 




assistance for those 
on limited income. 
Wednesday after­





tion available for 









starts Apr. 24, 7:30- 
9:30 p.m., Stelly’s 
school. Pre-register.
VOLUNTEERS
Rehab swim bud- 
dy needed 
Wednesdays 2-3 
p.m.; assistants for 
Pacific Riding for 
Disabled in Central 




and Nevr Shop, 
Cable 10, Apr. 9, 
7:30p.m. 
Volunteers urgently 
required for PON 
Depot, 9751 3rd St. 
VOLUNTEER 
TEA
Open to any 
peninsula 
















1 p.m. & 7 p.m. 











Society present The 
K i n g and I , 
McPherson 









Apr. 12, 9-noon, St. 
David’s Church 




Apr. 12, 11:30-1:30, 














School Fun Fair, 
Apr. 19, 12-4 p.m., 
games, bingo, dunk 













puter camp, special 
swims, Panorma 
Leisure Centre. 656- 
7271 to register.
BALL HOCKEY 
Mens rec ball 
hockey league now 
forming. Panorama 







volunteers Apr. 18, 
noon to 8 p.m.; 





tion fro Panorama 


















ing Rummage Sale, 
Apr. 18, 10-1 p.m., 




Church, tea. bake 
sale, bazaar and 
garden stall, Apr. 





Apr. 12, 1-5 p.m., 
Windsor Park Cen­






garage sale, Apr. 
20, 9-2 p.m., table 
rental, 656-7271. 
FOOD BANK 
People who do 
not have their 1985 
tax receipts from 
the Sidney Lions 
Review Food Bank 
can pick them up at 




tion Weed in 
Sidney, Apr. 28- 
May 4. Artists and 
businesses wishing 
to participate call 
Frank Malerby, 
656-3633.
A Saanich lawyer, who 
resides in Sidney, has offered 
his services free-of-charge to the 
peninsula environmentalist 
group Friends of John Dean 
Park.
Flemming Hansen is offering 
“to do anything I can because I 
believe in what they’re doing.”
Friends of John Dean Park, a 
group of about 20 local 
residents, want the provincial 
park preserved in its natural 
.state, and are fighting a Capital 
Regional District plan to build a 
water tower in the park, atop 
Mt. Newton.
The federal government is 
currently upgrading a military 
radar unit on Mt. Newton, and 
Transport Canada also plans to 
install radar equipment for the 
Victoria International Airport.
Friends of John Dean Park 
are calling for an end to 
development within the park, 
which they .say wa,s given to peo­
ple on the peninsula to be en­
joyed in its natural state.
“It's the most pristine part of
•the whole peninsula,” group 
chairman Edo Nyiand said.
Hansen says he is studying 
preliminary information and 
should know in several weeks if 
the group has a basis for action.
“If there’s a legal basis to 
proceed then we’ll proceed,” he 
said.
The CRD studied five sites
within the park for the water 
tower, but two w'ere refused 
because of their physical beauty 
and park use, CRD engineer 
Alan Summers said.
The project is in the 
preliminary stage, and no deci­
sions have yet been made by the 
CRD or the Saanich Peninsula 
Water Commission.
Council meets MP 
to discuss taxes
Local Member of Parliament 
Pat Crofton will meet again 
with North Saanich council this 
Friday to discuss cuts in federal 
ta.xcs which could co.st the 
municipality $245,000.
Mayor Lloyd Harrop, who 
discussed the situation with 
Crofton two wcck.s ago, said
Friendly
gesture
What started out as a 
friendly gesture added two 
more months to a Victoria 
man’s jail sentence April 2.
Harold Thomas Hunt, 
36, wanted to help a young 
lad in need, so he decided to 
buy him a plane ticket to 
Montreal. Problems arose 
when he tried to purchase 
the ticket with a stolen 
credit card.
Hunt’s Oct 
benevolent act w'as 
when an Air B.C. 
agent checked the card and 
found it was stolen. On 
parole at the time, he told 
police he bought the card 
for S50 in a Victoria bar.
Provincial court Judge 
Michael Hubbard told 
Hunt he should have known 
better than to try “such 
foolhardy attempt 
because of his extensive 
criminal record. He ordered 
Hunt to serve 60 days con­
secutive to his current 













1978 TOYOTA CELICA G.T. 5 speed. 
White in color. Lovely condition. Only
59,000 miles........................ Asking '5495
1977 VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT “L” 2 
door automatic. White in color. Lovely 
condition. Only 73,000 miles.
..............................................Asking '3295
1977 HONDA ACCORD 2 door 
automatic. Metallic blue in color. Lovely 
condition. Only 72,000 miles
.......................................................... .Asking '3495
1980 VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT 
DELUXE 2 door automatic. Lovely con­
dition. Only 45,000 miles. Asking.. '5495 
1969 TOYOTA COROLLA 2 door 
Sedan. 4 speed. Nice clean condition.
........................................... .. .Asking '895
1973 TOYOTA CELICA S.T. 2 door 
automatic. Only 82,000 original miles. 
Recent work done. Nice condition. 
............................................. Asking '2995
WE ALSO BUY GOOD 
QUALITY USED AUTOMOBILES 
•TRADES WELCOME«BANK FINANCING 
O.A.C.'CONSIGNMENT CARS WELCOME
656-3866





Ov^ner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.
FREE ESTIMATES Phone: 656-4754 — 30 Years Experience
JUST ME
MEED A LAWYER
LAVlfYER REFERRAL SERVICE: If you .think you might ■ 
have a legal problem but aren't sure, it you need legal advice but 
don’ t know where to look, if you need a lawyer but don't know one 
— the Lawyer Referral Service can help you. It’s simple and inpx-. 
pensive: an interview of up to 30 rhinutes costs only $10. ' '
Lawyer Referral Service, Victoria 382-1415
DIAL*A®LAW: For free general legal information on 125 dif­
ferent topics, phone toll-free 1-800-972-0956.
Public services sponsored by the B.C. Branch, Canadian Bar 
Association and funded by the Law Foundation of B.C.
nty:
Monday, “1 don’t think wc 
have much of a case, but all we 
can do it! complain, ”
Council will lobby the federal 
government not to cut retroac­
tive grnnts-in-lieu of taxes fun­
ding which dates back to 1983. 
Harrop indicated council could 
accept a change in assessments 
for 1985, but not for the 
out.sianding 1983 and 1984 
sums,
Final payments for those two 
years have not heen The 
miinicipalit.v, however, included 
the e.stimaicd payments in its 
budget and spent the money.
The $245,(M)0 shortfall could 
mean a 10 per cent incrca.se in 
taxes for North Saanich 
residents,
“Wc'rc going lo bear down 




CANADIAN GIFT ITEMS 
Aluminum Seals, Sailboats
104-2506 Beacon Ave. f-—, ' ______ ____
Landmark Bldg. @ (TO 656“4'134
?CUSTOM FASHIONS
Exetushv Em>imn Fabrics^ 
or Fabric of Your Own Otolce
For that special (xcaihn, 
come and see Frini




In cominomoration of Air Force Day, 676 
(Klttyhnwk) Squadron R.C.A.C. cordially 
invites you to atlond a Church Parade on 
Sunday, April 13. Fall-In la 10 a.m. al the 
Sidney Safeway parking lot. Following 
tho sorvico at the War Memorial, a com- 
plorrjontary light.luncheon will,.be.served 
at the Cadet Hall on Canora Road, Fur­
ther Information, 656-6253,
Our Reg.:®49.99 ^ Our Reg. »29.99 _
SAVE S15.00





ALL TIMEX WATCHES 
INSTOCK
- ALL STYLES 
- SIZES - COLOURS 
ETC.
"F”








With Line-lure-flasher ^ a ^

















* With line-lure 
Our Reg. >59.99 i«
SAVE 510.00 SAVE 55.00
GREENLEAF
FERTILIZERS










Our Reg. 574.99 j §1 Our Reg. 52.99
SAVE 33%il
IMPERIAL 22 LONG RIFLE 
AMMUNITION
Our Reg. 52.99 box












14 X14 DISHCLOTH 






BAG 3 Ib. SIZE
0



































ALL IN STOCK SHEET SETS





















.. . . . . ............................................
SAVE 550.00
7 PIECE PATIO UMBRELLA SET







Our Reg. *99.99 5345^


























SAVE UP TO 520.00




.»««»19«Mtl«. 0 4 »«•>.» I&9« K>.
^ STORE HOURS -n
MON. to SAT. 
8:45 to 5:30 
SUN. 11:00 to 4:00
V,,.,
